
How to contact us 

Write to: Manor House, Church Street, 
Littlehampton, West Sussex, BN17 5EW 

Email: ltc@littlehampton-tc.gov.uk 
Call: 01903 732063 

Find us online: www.littlehampton-tc.gov.uk 

16th October 2020 

Notice is hereby given that there will be a meeting of the: 

Community Resources Committee  

Date: Thursday 22nd October  2020  

Time: 6.30pm 

Committee: 

Councillor Blanchard-Cooper (Chair) 
Councillor Molloy 
Councillor Seex 
Councillor Tandy 
Councillor Turner 
Councillor Dr Walsh KStJ 

Peter Herbert, Town Clerk 

Agenda 

VIRTUAL MEETING PROTOCOL 

2020/21 

The provisions of the Coronavirus Act 2020 allow local authorities to put in place 

different meeting arrangements for the period from 4 April 2020 to 7 May 2021. This 

meeting will be a ‘virtual meeting’ and any member of the press and public may 

listen-in and view the proceedings via a weblink which will be publicised on the Town 

Council website at least 24 hours before the meeting. 

The Town Council’s Protocol and Procedures for ‘virtual meetings’ can be viewed at 

https://www.littlehampton-tc.gov.uk/committee-meetings 

Any members of the public wishing to address the Council or any of its Committees 

during the Public Forum or seeking further information on the items to be discussed, 

will need to email ltc@littlehampton-tc.gov.uk one clear working day before the 

meeting and provide details of their question.  
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1. Mobile Phones

Members are requested to switch their mobile devices to silent for the
duration of the meeting and are asked to note the previously approved
protocol for remote meetings which is in place for the duration of this meeting.

2. Apologies

3. Declarations of interest

Members and Officers are reminded to make any declaration of disclosable
pecuniary or personal and/or prejudicial interests that they may have in
relation to items on this Agenda.

You should declare your interest by stating:

(a) the item you have the interest in
(b) whether it is a disclosable pecuniary interest, whereupon you will be

taking no part in the discussions on that matter, or
(c) (i) whether it is a personal interest and the nature of the interest 

(ii) whether it is also a prejudicial interest
(iii) If it is a prejudicial interest, whether you will be exercising your

right to speak under PUBLIC FORUM

It is recorded in the register of interests that: 

• Councillor Blanchard-Cooper is a Member of Arun District Council

• Councillor Seex is a Member of Arun District Council

• Councillor Dr Walsh KStJ is a Member of Arun District Council and West Sussex
County Council

These interests only need to be declared at the meeting if there is an agenda
item to which they relate.

4. Minutes

To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 10th September 2020, 
circulated herewith (pages 4 - 10). In accordance with the Town Councils’ 
Standing Orders, Section 9 (a), Members are reminded that no discussion of 
the draft minutes of a preceding meeting shall take place except in relation to 
their accuracy.

5. Chair’s Report and Urgent Items

6. Public Forum

Any members of the public wishing to address the Council or any of its
Committees during remote meetings should email ltc@littlehampton-tc.gov.uk
one clear working day before the meeting with their submission. These will be
read out by the Chair or a supporting officer at the meeting. During this period,
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and to enable the Council to answer as many questions as possible at the 
meeting, the submission should not exceed 200 words. The Clerk, in 
consultation with the Chair of the meeting, reserves the right to summarise 
written questions. All written questions and responses will be made available 
on the Town Council web site alongside the meeting minutes. 

7. Officers Reports

7.1. Arun Youth Projects Annual Report on Youth Services – to receive a 

report (attached, pages 11 – 36) and presentation. 

7.2.Museum Periodic Report- Attached (Pages 37 – 48)

7.3.Events Periodic Report - Attached (Pages 49 – 55)

7.4. Events Programme for 2021/22- Report attached (Pages 56 – 63)

7.5. Community Resources Periodic Report - Attached (Pages 64 – 67)

7.6. Strategic review of Arun District Council's tourism- Attached (Pages 68 
– 114)

8. Exempt Business

It is Recommended that:

The public and accredited representatives of the press be excluded from 
the Meeting under Section 100 Local Government Act 1972 due to the 
confidential nature of the business to be conducted. 
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Minutes of the Community Resources Committee held on Thursday 10th 

September 2020 at 6.30pm 

Present:  

Councillor Tandy (Chair) 
Councillor Molloy 
Councillor Seex 
Councillor Turner 
Councillor Dr Walsh KStJ 
The Mayor, Councillor Chace was also in attendance.  
 

2020/2021 

This meeting is available to view using the following link:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yLnseFIKuo&feature=youtu.be 

 

    20. Virtual Meeting Protocol and Use of Mobile Devices 

The Chair opened the meeting and explained how it would be conducted and 

the protocol that would be followed, including how any break in the 

proceedings due to technical difficulties would be managed. 

 

     21. Apologies 

There were apologies from Councillor Blanchard-Cooper. 

  

     22. Declarations of Interest 
Members and Officers were reminded to make any declarations of disclosable 

pecuniary or personal and/or prejudicial interests that they might have in 

relation to items on the Agenda. The standing declarations were noted, and 

no other declarations were made at this point.  

    23. Minutes 
The Minutes of the meeting held on 23rd July 2020 (previously circulated) 

were confirmed as a true record and it was noted that arrangements would be 

made for these to be signed at a later date.  
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    24. Chair’s Report and Urgent Items 
24.1. Remembrance Sunday and Christmas Lights Switch on events 

24.1.1.The Committee received a report (previously circulated) which outlined  
options to deliver Covid safe events for the annual Remembrance Sunday 
and Christmas Lights Switch on. The Town Clerk explained that the very 
recent change to the social distancing rules had shown how changeable these 
regulations could be and that decisions were needed if these events were to 
proceed albeit in different formats. 

24.1.2.Regarding the Remembrance Sunday commemorative event, no formal 
decision on the national act of Remembrance held at the Cenotaph had been 
made. It was therefore proposed that the traditional parade, gathering at the 
War Memorial and Church Service be replaced by a scaled back wreath 
laying and virtual church service. This was an important 'must attend' event 
for the local community and the many uniformed groups in Town. This was 
sad and whilst every effort would be made to ensure each group could send 
representatives, the plans would need to follow the social distancing 
guidelines. , Acknowledging the fundraising difficulties faced by the Poppy 
Appeal who would have to abandon street collections, it was also proposed 
that the Council make a Grant to the Poppy Appeal on behalf of the Town. 

24.1.3.The Christmas illuminations would still be installed in time for switching on 
Friday 20th November. However, the public switch on event, which was hugely 
popular, would be cancelled. Officers were working on plans that would still 
deliver much of the usual activities geared towards promoting the High Street 
and supporting local traders but in a different way, maximising the internet 
and use of social media. Members wished to explore the idea of a Christmas 
themed Drive in Cinema. Earlier investigations had highlighted that there were 
complex issues associated with this. Officers however would investigate this 
and other ideas further and report back to the Committee. Members 
acknowledged the need to adopt a pragmatic approach to both events and in 
the interests of public safety considered both proposals sensible. It was 
therefore Resolved that: 

 
1. The revised event programme to 

commemorate Remembrance Sunday, be 
approved and authority be delegated to the 
Town Clerk to make the final decision on the 
format of the event, including the Health and 
Safety. 

2. A Grant of £1,000 to the Poppy Appeal on 
behalf of the people of Littlehampton be 
approved. 

3. The cancellation of the live Christmas lights 
switch on public event be approved and that 
authority be delegated to the Town Clerk, in 
consultation with the Chair of the Committee, 
to agree and progress additional elements to 
the festive events package  

4. The financial implications be noted.  
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    25. Public Forum 

25.1. In accordance with the Remote Meetings Protocol introduced by the Town 

Council, members of the public who wished to address the Council or any of 

its Committees during a remote meeting should have emailed their 

representations one clear working day before the meeting. There was one: 
 

Mr Chester asked:  

25.2. In light of the Littlehampton Gazette front page last week that there may be no 

Littlehampton Ferry service at all until a COVID19 vaccine is found has any 

money been paid or is agreed to be paid to the operators of the Ferry for the 

year 20/21. I recently noticed the Ferry service across the Thames between 

Twickenham and Ham in Richmond Upon Thames using the same kind of 

boat was running and doing well? Could not at least the ferry be hired out for 

River tours for household bubbles?  

Response: 

25.3. In thanking Mr Chester for his questions about the Ferry, it was explained that 

although responsibility for the ferry falls within the remit of the Town Council’s 

Policy & Finance Committee, the Assistant Town Clerk was happy to respond 

tonight. Firstly, no money had been paid to the Ferry operators in 2020 in line 

with the Service Funding Agreement.  The Town Council had secured the 

mooring on the East Bank so that it could be used in the early part of the 2021 

season.  Questions about the use of the Ferry outside of it running as a ferry 

should be directed to the operators.  The Town Council had always permitted 

the use of the boat for other trips to make the service more financially 

viable.  The Assistant Town Clerk was sure that the Council would have no 

problems with using the East Bank mooring for such use. 

 

      26. Officer’s Reports 

26.1. Museum Periodic Report 

The Committee received a report (previously circulated) which set out the 

focus of work in the Museum since June and also showed the positive impact 

of the new website and social media activity on public engagement. 

Highlighting the significant progress made with the Collections Documentation 

Project, the Assistant Town Clerk explained  the work that was about to 

begin on the Museum Forward Plan. This was the next stage of the Action 

Plan which envisaged work to embed the new procedures developed during 

the Project and a staffing review alongside the continuation of the work to 

record the Collection. With this in mind, research into additional funding 

sources had highlighted an opportunity for grant finding that could support this 

work. Members were very pleased with the progress that had been made with 

the Project in recent months and supportive of the way forward. They also 
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supported the Curator’s recommendations regarding the list of proposed 

acquisitions, and it was therefore  Resolved that: 

1. The Museum update, progress with the 

Collections Documentation Project and 

updated Action Plan be noted. 

2. The recommended acquisitions set out in 

Appendix B of items be approved. 

3. The proposal to progress the Artfund 

Respond and Reimagine grant be approved. 

4. The contents of the report be otherwise 

noted. 

 

26.2. Community Resources Report 

26.2.1. Members had before them a report (previously circulated) and received a 

presentation with an update on progress with the key projects, contracts, and 

services within the remit of the Committee.  The report also provided further 

insight into the impact of the pandemic on local voluntary groups and sought a 

decision on the allotment rental fees for 2022 which needed to be set a year 

in advance.   

26.2.2. Regarding the refurbishment of the Rosemead Park play area, having 

appointed the contractor in July, the Committee had also agreed that the 

scheme be extended to widen the appeal of the of the Park. A standalone 

basketball wall, larger trampoline and more inclusive and sensory equipment 

had therefore been added to the scheme. A discission ensued regarding the 

revised design. Councillor Turner expressed her extreme disappointment that 

the revised scheme did not have a sensory path. She maintained that this was 

an important provision and urged reconsideration of this aspect of the 

scheme.  This view was reinforced by several Members and a discussion 

ensued on how this could be achieved. It was observed that whilst the current 

budget and timetable left very little room for change, it might be possible to 

improve the scheme at a later date should additional funding come forward. A 

number of options were discussed around changes to the surface and altering 

the route of the path. It was therefore Resolved that:  

 

Options for a sensory pathway as supplement to 

the scheme be explored with the contractor and 

reported to the Committee at the next meeting. 

 

26.2.3.Regarding the allotment rental fees for 2022, Members considered the rising 

costs of running the sites and the inflationary pressure on the Town Council’s 

budget.  It was Resolved that: 
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1. The plot rental fees for 2022 be increased by 
2.5% from £7.40 to £7.59 per rod. 

2. The contents of the report be otherwise noted.  

 

26.3. Service Funding Agreements (SFA’s) and Holiday Activity Support 

(HAS) Grants Update 

Councillor Tandy declared a personal interest as Treasurer/ Secretary of the Keystone 

Centre Management Committee as they had an SFA.  

The Committee received a report (previously circulated) which provided an 

update on the progress with the delivery of the HAS Grants and SFAs during 

Coivd-19. The pandemic had disrupted the delivery of the some of this year’s 

planned HAS schemes and one group sought an extension to their grant as 

they would be unable to deliver their scheme this year.  The continuation of 

restrictions on public gatherings had impacted on the delivery of some key 

events that were supported through the SFAs although many of the services 

had continued.  Officers were in contact with the Groups concerned and 

monitoring the situation. It was therefore Resolved that: 

 

1. The request from The Friends of Mewsbrook 

Park to extend their HAS Grant for a further 

year be approved. 

2. The update regarding the 2020 HAS Scheme 

activities be otherwise noted. 

3. The Covid-19 impact on Service Funding 

Agreements be noted. 

 

26.4. Visitor Maps 

The Committee received a report (previously circulated) which outlined 

exploratory work conducted by Officers  to introduce a town map and 

dispensers in the town. Councillor Seex described how this had been deployed 

successfully in other Towns and could be linked to other installations for 

example artwork, to promote tourism. Observing the potential benefits to Town 

of the rise in domestic tourism, Members discussed how this might be achieved 

for the Town.  There was support for developing vinyl artwork panels in 

prominent locations that would also encourage visitors to explore Town 

combined with a map. It was noted that Officers were also working with the 

District Council to develop an interactive visitor “app” which aimed to promote 

the Town culturally, educationally, and economically. Members considered 

there could also be demand for a portable map although it was acknowledged 

that dispenser installations could be problematic. It was therefore agreed that 

resources should focus on developing the new interactive medium and options 

for vinyl panels and artwork installations be researched. It was therefore 

Resolved: 
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1. Not to take forward further work on the map 

and  dispensers  

2. Options to create vinyl panels and artwork 

installations be researched and included for 

consideration as part of the budget 

discussions. 

 

26.5. Keystone Centre 

Following the completion of a tender process in August, a consultant had 

been appointed as Employers Agent to provide technical and contractual 

project management services in respect of the planned new Centre. The 

contract for this role was expected to be signed shortly. In the meantime, the 

architects had been liaising with the District Council regarding the validation 

requirements for the planning application and a brief for the outdoor leisure 

facilities. It was Resolved that: 

The update be noted.  

 

27. Finance 

27.1. Finance Report 

The Committee received a report (previously circulated) which highlighted 

variances from budget in the areas in the remit of the committee. These largely 

related to the organisation adapting to the new ways of working in response to 

the COVID 19 pandemic. Revenue was also coming under increasing pressure 

as income from room hire and carparking was significantly under budget.  

Overall, the impact of the pandemic on the Council’s overall finances at present 

was balanced by the cancellation of the summer events programme however, 

it was thought that this would significantly affect next year’s budget. Officers 

continued to closely monitor the situation and with this in mind work had already 

started on preparing next year’s budgets. It was Resolved that:  

 

The report be noted 

 

28. Exempt Minutes 

The Exempt Minutes of the meeting held on 23rd July 2020 (previously 

circulated to Members of the Council) were confirmed as a true record and it 

was noted that arrangements would be made for these to be signed at a later 

date.  
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29. Exempt Business 

       There was none.  

 

The meeting closed at 7:47pm. 

 

_________________

                                                                          

CHAIR 
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ARUN YOUTH PROJECTS 
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Introduction 

AYP is now three years old and we are thrilled at how the service has developed and evolved 
during this time, with our youth clubs going from strength to strength and the introduction of vital 
services such as the Mentoring Projects and the Detached Youth Work Service.  
 
This report takes a look at the aims of the whole service and highlights the individual projects AYP 
are responsible for; detailing objectives, key data and outcomes. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic 
all face to face work with young people stopped in March 2020. An online service was developed 
as a response to the outbreak – all information of this response is highlighted separately towards 
the end of the report. 
 
The support we have received for Arun Youth Projects from our partners and funders has been 
integral to our growth and success to date. We would like to take this opportunity to say a huge 
thank you to all of the councils and organisations that support the work of AYP. Without this help, 
we would not be able to engage with so many local young people in positive opportunities.  
 
Thank you for joining us on this journey!  
 
Emma Biffi  
AYP Service Manager 
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Our Aims 
 

1. Support vulnerable young people 
2. Release their potential 
3. Create positive change  

 
1. Support vulnerable young people 
Many of the young people we work with are vulnerable. Often, they start attending AYP sessions 
trying to cope the impact of poverty, abuse, dysfunctional family situations, educational challenges 
and mental, sometimes-physical health conditions. We work hard to design sessions and activity 
streams that provide consistent, supportive environments and start to tackle those issues, linking 
in with other professionals who are supporting them including the Youth Emotional Support Team 
(YES @ West Sussex County Council), Change Grow Live (Drug and Alcohol misuse 
organisation) and other services that are designed to provide extra targeted support to young 
people. 
 
2. Release their potential 
We believe that every young person has a huge amount of potential, but many complex issues 
often mask this. Our activities and streams are designed to help young people explore and unlock 
their latent potential. We focus on building up their practical skills, building their self-esteem, 
providing nurturing and positive environments where they can be supported and challenged to 
explore who they are what they want to become.  
 
3. Create positive change 
We want to create positive change if the lives of individual young people, but we also want them 
to become the catalysts for positive change in their communities. Many of our streams offer young 
people the chance to have a positive impact on their local community through regular volunteering 
and ad hoc initiatives.  
 

Our Team 
 
Our three aims are in bedded in the way our skilled team of staff and volunteers support our young 
people. We currently have 16 staff and 10 volunteers working week in week out to deliver our 
activities. All have appropriate and required skills and training for their roles with many having 
extra specialist training so they can deliver even more effective support for our young people. 

All members of the AYP team have excellent knowledge of the local area, with most of them 
having lived in the area for a sustained period or still do. This allows us to understand the needs 
of the young people in greater detail. It ensures we are aware and reacting to local issues within 
the communities. The team pride themselves on having well-formed, existing relationships with 
the young people accessing the service, that have been maintained over many years. Some youth 
workers have worked within the local community in a youth work context for nearly 10 years. This 
consistency is vital when wanting to impact the lives of young people and create long term positive 
change. During this time, relationships with professionals from local schools, the local authorities, 
the police and other community groups have also been established.   
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A Developed Service 

Arun Youth Projects has developed a reputation in the local area of making a significant impact 
on the lives of the young people. We provide a safe and positive environment for children and 
young people from the age of 8 to 19 and engage with hundreds of young people every year.  

 
We have created a coherent, joined up service for young that continues to build on the good work 
already established by both agencies (LTC & Arun Church). Arun Youth Projects has gone from 
strength to strength since its inception and has developed several different services to engage 
with young people. Each service has their own specialist team of staff and volunteers ensuring 
that those who engage with the programme itself can get the fullest experience possible to grow, 
develop and fulfil their potential.  

We work broadly on three stages of engagement: 

1. Universal Social Activities deliver a 
variety of leisure opportunities through 
six regular youth club sessions each 
week across Littlehampton, Rustington 
and East Preston. This is the main gateway 
for engaging large numbers of young people 
in positive relationships with their peers and 
youth workers. 

2. Focused Project Work is identified from the 
Universal Activities to provide specific 
opportunities for young people to explore their 
interests, develop key skills and offer life 
enhancing opportunities. Our focused project work 
includes the weekly Code Club, Soccer School, 
Young Leader’s Programme, volunteering at other 
activities, short-term social action initiatives, or 
accreditations, like Arts Award. 

3. Targeted Support allows us to provide help and 
opportunities for those who need it most. We currently run 
limited one-to-one mentoring in partnership with TLA & White 
Meadow Primary school. We also refer to other agencies for 
issues such as counselling, sexual health or anger 
management. We plan to develop pathways for individuals to 
access training and education opportunities (e.g. Accredited courses, 
Apprenticeships, etch). 

We also offer sports and creative arts and social club bursaries. These are small sums of 
money to allow young people to pursue their interests. The bursaries are open to all young 
people aged 11-18 that live locally. Applications are approved by a panel of young 
people, selected by a democratic process from our youth clubs. 
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Youth Clubs 
 
Between September 2019 – March 2020 (pre covid-19 pandemic), AYP ran 6 youth club sessions 
every week across Littlehampton, Rustington and East Preston. Four Youth Club sessions 
operated in Littlehampton.  
 
Our Youth Clubs are the centrepiece of AYP, providing 
a warm, safe, friendly space for young people. A place 
where they develop new skills such as leadership, 
communication and teamwork, try out new things such 
as cooking, sports or crafts and a place where they are 
seen and judged differently from in school or at home. 
A place where their talents and personalities are 
appreciated and where they can have fun and have 
tangible sense of ownership. 
 
Out ‘open access’ youth clubs help to widen contact 
among young people, but also help structure informal 
social relationships between adults and young people. 
We understand that some young people may need 
more support and resources than others and so we 
have a team of Youth Workers who are trained to 
provide non-judgemental support, advice and 
guidance. Contact with a youth worker can be the first 
step that helps young people in accessing more 
specialist advice.  

Highlights of the year have included a trip to Air Arena and a Silent Disco at Southfields Jubilee 
Centre in December 2019 with over 40 young people in attendance. As the Service was closed 
in March 2020, we have been unable to provide any other trips/experiences. 
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Youth Club Objectives: 

• Reduce the risk of involvement in 
unsafe activities such as drug and 
alcohol abuse. We provide 
positive, alternative activities and 
spaces for young people to attend 
and spend their time, making new 
friends and help them to choose a 
different path in their life. 

• Increase competency, self-
esteem, skills and knowledge by 
providing information, guidance, 
activities and workshops aimed at 
factors such as healthy 
relationships, sexual health, 
mental health, body image, exam 
stress, self-esteem and self-worth, resilience, confidence, leadership qualities, exercise 
and healthy lifestyle. 

• Enhance individual development by providing young people with opportunities to generate 
real community. In doing so to change the community’s perception of young people, as 
they engage in positive activities and volunteering within our Young Leader Programme. 

• Increase status and stature within the local community. 

• Increase self-discipline and time management. Understanding the rules and boundaries 
of Youth Club expectations that may be different to those that are in place at school or 
home. 

 
 
Key Data - September 2019 – March 2020: 

The impact of our work is conveyed through the number of young people we have had through 
our doors. In this reporting period: 

• Number of Sessions – 107 

• Hours of face to face youth work – 214 

• Number of Attendances – 1942 

• Number of different young people – 168 

• Average number of different young people (monthly) – 70 

• Data only includes September to March due to service closure after Covid-19 Outbreak.  

• Sessions to resume in October 2020 with limited capacity.  

We engage with young people aged 8-19 years old across all youth clubs in Littlehampton. The 
tables highlight the level of attendance from each age group, the average ward breakdown data 
and the average gender breakdown data. 
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12-14-year olds are currently our biggest co-hort of young people with 55% of all attendees. On 
average we recorded a 65% male and 35% female spilt and our highest level of attendees lives 
in the Wickbourne and River Ward.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8-11 Year 
Olds , 32%

12-14 Year 
olds , 55%

15-19 Year 
olds , 13%

AGE BREAKDOWN

Male
65%

Female
35%

GENDER BREAKDOWN 

Wickbourne , 
42, 42%

River, 25, 
25%

Brookfield , 
14, 14%

Beach , 6, 6%

Wick , 6, 6%

Courtwick with 
Toddingtion, 5, 5% Out of Town, 

2, 2%

WARD
BREAKDOWN
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Outcomes: 

Short Term  A project for young people to meet, play and socialise together. Whatever 

their background. 

Young People learn to cook for themselves and others. 

Increased awareness of healthy lifestyles and eating. 

Shows interest in career options (becoming a young leader). 

Opportunities to talk about the future and educational aspirations. 

Communication with others in sessions, forming strong friendship groups. 

Opportunities to lead activities. 

Opportunities to increase confidence in offering feedback and shaping 

service.  

Young people develop advocacy skills. 

Attendance remains high. 

Engagement is consistent. 

Young people are punctual.  

 

Medium Term  Applying for jobs. 

Applying for college. 

Involved in other community projects or volunteering. 

Friendships developed with other members of the group – start to meet 

outside of sessions.  

Developing relationships within the community 

Less involvement with anti-social behaviour. 

Long Term  Increased employment. 

Increased uptake of FE and other education. 

Young people take on civic responsibility. 

Improved relationships with peers 

Long term friendships. 

Improved relationships with adults. 

Improved standing within community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“AYP Youth Clubs are my second home!” 
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Young Leader Programme 
 

The Young Leaders Academy Programme is 

an ongoing training project designed to enable 

Young Leaders (14-18 years old) to volunteer 

for other AYP projects. AYP helps young 

leaders to gain the knowledge, skills and 

confidence required to become an effective 

role model and further their own personal 

development. 

 
Our Young Leaders programme focuses on 
working with young people who are less likely 
to have the opportunity to develop these skills 
through more traditional educational or social 
activities such as Duke of Edinburgh at 
secondary school or being part of school or 
outside of school sports teams.   
 
Of our current Young leaders 80% of them 
have parents who are unemployed, 60 % are from single parent homes and 40 % are NEET (not 
in education or employment) or at risk of becoming NEET. All our current Young Leaders live in 
social housing situated within the two most deprived wards in the local area.  
 
The beginning of 2020 saw the most significant development in the programme for a couple of 
years with the introduction of weekly training sessions for all young leaders. The weekly sessions 
focus on the skills and knowledge needed to become a successful leader. The 
volunteering opportunities enable the skills and knowledge learnt to be put into 
practice. 
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Young Leader Programme Objectives: 
 

• Gain knowledge, skills and confidence to become an effective role model. 

• To work directly with young people and build positive professional relationships with them. 

• To be actively involved in the planning, delivery and evaluation of the programme and 
participate in tasks required to deliver the programme.  

• To facilitate youth work activities.  

• To support and encourage young people to participate in youth work activities and 
programmes.  

• To assist with the evaluation of each session – your thoughts, ideas and observations can 
make positive changes happen.  

• To challenge inappropriate and oppressive behaviour such as bullying, racism and sexism. 

• To work as part of a team by respecting and supporting other team members. 

• To participate in training and development opportunities necessary for the effective 
delivery of the role.  

• Acquire effective life skills such as budgeting and communication. 
 
Overall Key Data & Outcomes: 
 

• 2063.05 overall volunteer hours since September 2017. 

• 690 Volunteer hours in the last 12 months.  

• 10 YLs on current programme – involved in weekly training sessions and engaging in 
volunteer opportunities.  

• 2 have graduated the programme - one YL is now an employee at AYP and working full 
time at local supermarket. 

• One YL started AYP internship and is currently looking for a full-time job (before covid-19 
outbreak). 

• Giving young people who are NEET or at risk of becoming NEET opportunities to develop 
themselves, gaining invaluable volunteer experience to strengthen their opportunities and 
chances of getting into further education or employment. 

• Young Leaders have the opportunity to make a valuable contribution to their 
community and give service to other local children and young people.  

• Opportunities are given to increase confidence, work towards various awards and 
qualifications, acquire skills needed for future employment and have fun.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“Arun Youth Projects have given me opportunities 

 that have changed my life” 
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Detached Youth Work  
 
Detached Youth Work is a model of youth work targeted at vulnerable young people taking place 
on young people’s territory. Working alongside the young people in places and at times that are 
appropriate to them, on their terms. We meet on the streets, parks other local hotspots. 
 
Our two teams (consisting of two trained youth workers per team) walk for 2 hours in identified 
locations within the East Arun area (primarily Angmering and Littlehampton). They engage with 
hard to reach young people to provide high quality support, gather intelligence on young people 
and provide timely and accurate advice, signposting them to other appropriate services. 
 
Detached Youth Work Objectives  
 

• High Quality support and advice to young people at risk of criminal involvement. 

• A reduction in harm caused by serious violence and reduction in prevalence of serious 
violence. 

• To provide a detached service to young people for 50 weeks of the year. 

• To connect with vulnerable or hard-to-reach young people. 

• To gather intelligence on young people’s opinions and activity. 

• To gather and share with partners intelligence on any criminal or anti-social behaviour. 

• To provide young people with timely and accurate advice or information. 

• To signpost young people to other appropriate services. 

• Improve local multi-agency partnership working. 
 
Key Data – July 2019 to July 2020 (Pre and during Covid-19 Pandemic): 
 

• 74 Sessions  

• 148 Hours of delivery 

• 43 Sessions/86 hours of delivery in Littlehampton 

• 31 Sessions/62 Hours of delivery in Angmering/EP 

• 485 engagements with YP in Littlehampton 

• 296 engagements with YP in Angmering/EP 

• 781 total engagements  
 
Outcomes  
 

• Serious and Organised Crime – reduction in child criminal exploitation (Operation Entire). 

• Anti-social behaviour early intervention - preventing young people from entering criminal 
justice system. 

• Public Confidence 
o Contact with hard to reach young people – building rapport and relationships.  
o Encouraging hard to reach young people to engage with AYP Youth Clubs – off the 

streets and into a safe space.  
o Increased presence and awareness of service with local community and organisations.   
o Improved relationships with local residence particularly in Westway and Town Centre. 
o Improved relationships with local service such as Child Social Care, Arun District 

Council and the Police.  
o Intelligence gathering (identifying and responding to risk). 
o Signposting to other services. 
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AYP Mentoring  
 
Our vision is to see vulnerable children and young people have a consistent and positive role 
model who inspires and supports them. Mentoring has proven highly effective in supporting young 
people and providing a relational response to those struggling. It has been widely evidenced that 
a consistent mentor in a young person’s life can hugely impact their educational and social 
development. 
 
Mentoring draws mainly from personal experience; it is more informal than counselling, 
concentrated on developing the relationship for the benefit of the mentee. 
 
Arun Youth Projects provides mentoring during school time for children and young people. 
Mentors are matched with a referred student and commit to providing one hour of face-to-face 
time each week during school. This service is focused specifically on at-risk students who are on 
the verge of exclusion and/or are at risk of involvement in crime and anti-social behaviour.  

Objectives: 

• Mentoring is goal-orientated: the relationship is established to achieve specific objectives, 
for example improving behaviour or attendance at school.  

• Mentoring is time-limited: the relationship is usually established with a definite beginning 
and end.  

• Mentoring involves regular, informal contact: mentoring is founded on regular meetings in 
an informal venue. The mentor and mentee gradually establish mutual understanding and 
trust.  

Key Data and Outcomes:   

• Young people have the opportunity to engage in good quality mentoring with establish 
building positive relationships with trusted adults.  

• 8 Young People have been mentored by AYP Staff.  

• 110 hours of delivery.  

• 6 mentees recorded improved behaviour and attendance at school.  

• 1 mentee started voluntary placement at local hair salon – GOLBYLOCKS – gaining vital work 
experience and a feeling of improved statue within community.  

• Project on hold due to Covid-19 pandemic – aim to resume late 2020 in the community.  

 
 

“With Emma mentoring me, it has helped me put so many things into 
perspective (school, family, friends). Sometimes the smallest steps in the right 

direction are the biggest steps that you make in your life and that is exactly how 
AYP has helped.” 

 
“Emma has helped me see the positive in things and helped me when  

I’ve been at my lowest. Thank you so much for all you have done and are still 
doing.” 
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Soccer School 
 
Soccer School aims to provide a safe and positive 
environment for all players to develop holistically, 
regardless of ability. Players can make mistakes 
without judgement and play without restrictions.  
 
Our after-school term-time football sessions include 
warm-ups, skill drills, games, communication 
exercises, team-building exercises and warm 
downs. Our aim is to increase fitness levels, 
coordination, and listening and team working skills 
and raise self-esteem. 
 
We partner with White Meadows Primary Academy 
to deliver our sessions in years 4, 5 and 6. Last 
academic year we had over 25 8-11-year olds 
attending weekly throughout each term.  
 
Over the last two years, we have worked with around 50 children who do not attend any other 
organised sporting activity. 85% of those attending our current soccer school are male and our 
aim is to drastically increase the number of females in the project in the future. 
 
Objectives:  
 

• Using the power of football, increase participation in regular organised physical activity for 
young male and females.  

• The sessions will provide an introduction to football and will be a great way to learn and 
develop new skills with each child exposed to a minimum of 50-100 ball contacts per 
session in a safe environment. This project will be for children and young people to play 
football whatever their background.  

• This project is about bringing the community together by focusing on inclusion and 
community cohesion. It will help build a safer, stronger, more respectful community by 
working with hard to reach young people and engaging them in a positive experience.  

 
 
Overall Key Data: May 2018 – July 2020 
 

• 75 Hours of Delivery.  

• 47 Sessions. 

• 991 attendances.  

• 52 different Young People.  

• 31 young people completed more than one term. 

• 15 young people started to attend Juniors Youth Club as a result of being involved in 
Soccer School.  

• 2 attendees are now Young Leaders.   

• 10 young people have moved on from Soccer School to participate in local football teams 
in the community – continuing to develop a sporting habit for life.  
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• Increased participation in regular, 
accessible and organised physical activity 
for young males and females. 

• Increased number of children and young 
people developing a sporting habit for life 
in the local community. 

• Increased opportunity for young people to 
make new friends, build their confidence 
and learn how to work as part of a team, as 
well as implementing a healthy lifestyle and 
positively influencing their wellbeing. 

• Young Leaders have had the opportunity to 
develop life skills, such as communication, 
the opportunity to lead and the value of 
preparation. In turn raising aspirations and 
improve life chances. 

 
 

AYP Bursaries  
 
We recognise that young people are facing greater levels of choice and opportunity, but also 
unprecedented uncertainty and risk than ever before due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Our bursaries 
project offers small sums of money to allow young people to inspire other young people, allowing 
them to express themselves, grow in confidence and develop their skills. 
 
Our bursaries are open to all young people aged 11-18 that live locally and involves a simple 
application outlining why they need the money, what they would like to purchase and how much 
it will cost. Applications are reviewed by a panel of young advisors who are democratically 
selected from our existing youth service. We currently have two available bursaries: 
 
Sports Accessibility Bursary 
Enabling young people to attend sports clubs and afford kit and membership/training costs. 
Creative Arts & Social Club Bursary 
Enabling young people to develop themselves within the creative arts.  
 
Last year saw £1000 of the bursaries utilised, including a brand-new bike, coaching and 
competitions fees for a national level trampolinist, a cymbal for an aspiring drummer, 
football/boxing coaching costs, and funds to support two sisters to access an outdoors activity 
project. We had two applications for the bursaries in 2020. One for a scooter (£190) and a 6-
month gym membership (£200).  
 
We know we are not utilising the bursaries as much as we hoped over the last 12 months. One 
of our priorities in 2021 will be to promote the bursaries in the local community to increase 
awareness of the funds available. It is more important than ever to ensure young people do not 
miss out on opportunities because of financial instability. 

• Soccer School is currently on hold due to Covid-19 pandemic. The Service will resume 
as soon as White Meadow Primary Academy allow outside organisations back into the 
school. 

 
Outcomes: 
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Code Club  
 
Our weekly club is part of a national network of 
free coding clubs for young people and is an 
opportunity for young people to learn computer 
programming in a fun environment. 
 
Coders can work on projects that are easy to 
follow, with step-by-step guides to help young 
people learn Scratch, HTML, CSS and Python 
by making games, animations and websites. 
 
Objectives: 

• Champion working and learning together. 

• Inspire discovery and invention through play. 

• Believe in the transformational power of programming. 

Key Data – September 2019 – March 2020:  

• 14 sessions delivered. 

• Average attendance - 5 young people per session.  

• 15 different young people between the ages of 10 and 15.  

• Service run completely by volunteers.  
 

Friday Night Project 
 
The Friday Night Project took place at the Littlehampton Wave 
and was delivered by Freedom Leisure in partnership with Arun 
Youth Projects. It was a multi-sport activity evening that aimed 
to engage young people between the ages of 11-17 with a range 
of different activities including; swimming, football, badminton, 
table tennis and dodgeball.  
 
It was essentially a Youth Club where sports/activities are used 
as a medium to support several youth prevalent factors such as 
stress relief, making friends, isolation, confidence, anti-social 
behaviour, inactivity and much more!  
 
Key Data – June – December 2019: 

• 20 sessions.  

• 40 hours of face to face youth work.  

• 812 total attendances.  

• Average weekly attendance – 40 young people.  
 
Two members of the AYP Youth Work Team were responsible for assisting the current FNP team, 
including supervising and facilitating activities, managing behaviour and building relationships 
with the young people. The funding for the Project finished in December. However, Freedom 
Leisure are keen to work with AYP again on this project if more funding is secured. 
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Covid-19 Response – AYP Online Service  
 
We know that the pandemic is having a big impact on young people and those that support them. 
Arun Youth Projects were quick to adapt the service to ensure we continued to engage young 
people and keep them feeling supported. We acted to ensure that the voice of young people was 
not been forgotten during this crisis, and that the most vulnerable young people get the urgent 
support that they need now and in the future. 
 
We developed an online service to enable us to keep working with young people. Using digital 
technology, we were able to facilitate connectivity to young people every day. We ensured we 
were doing our best to engage with as many young people by providing consistent content and 
activities. The Service can be a lifeline to vulnerable young people, joining in activities without 
stigma and be able to access support and talk to a trusted adult so it was  vital we continued to 
serve our young people in these challenging times.  
 
Instagram 
We know that for many young people social media is a positive learning resource, that can impact 
positively on their health and wellbeing. Instagram as a virtual space is a vital tool to use when 
connecting with young people.  
 
The AYP Instagram page provided daily positive interaction by sharing personal tips on dealing 
with common issues such as sleep deprivation, offering non-formal education, out of school fun 
and games alongside information, advice, and guidance.  
 
Zoom Meetings  
Zoom meetings provided a crucial opportunity for the Youth Work Teams to continue to meet with 
young people in a safe space, whilst the Centres were closed. This space allowed the teams to 
keep in touch with young people, check-in on their mental health, battle isolation and loneliness, 
offer support and create a virtual youth club environment with games, quizzes, cooking, and 
exercise.  
 
Kahoot! Quizzes 
The AYP Quiz Night was a popular event that took place every Thursday evening for 16 weeks. 
The event was streamed on Instagram, using a game-based learning platform called Kahoot.  
The quiz night provided a welcomed break from lockdown boredom and isolation. It has given us 
a rare opportunity to engage with our young people and their families in a different and unique 
way.  

 
Key Data – April – July 2020: 

• 26 Zoom Sessions 

• 177 attendances to zoom sessions.  

• 16 Quiz Nights 

• 273 participants for Quiz including family members.  

• Over 50 individual young people taking part in zoom meetings and quizzes.  

• 1000s of Instagram engagements on posts and story features. 
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The online service continues to be well-received by young people, their family members, and 
other followers of the account as we move back to face to face work with young people again. On 
25th March 2020, the page had 276 followers, it has now increased to 398 (as of September 
2020). 
 
Recent statistics show that 72% of followers live in Littlehampton and surrounding areas including 
Rustington and East Preston. 62% of our audience is female and over 50% are young people. On 
average weekly posts are seen around 1500 times by nearly 200 unique Instagram account 
holders. 
 

Summary  
 
Over the past 12 months AYP has provided a safe and positive environment for hundreds of 
young people. The impact of our work is conveyed through the sheer number of young people we 
have engaged with via all our individual projects. 
 
As a service the last 6 months has been our biggest challenge, ensuring we continued to engage 
with our young people at a time they needed it the most. We had to adapt our service and be 
more creative and flexible in our approach to working with young people more than ever before.  
The development of the online AYP service was uncharted territory but allowed us to be a 
consistent positive influence in their lives, especially at such a difficult time.  
 
As we start to reopen the doors of our youth centres again, we are excited for the future!  Although 
great progression has been made over the last three year,  moving forward into the next 12 
months of AYP, our desire is to improve our reach, deliver more activities across our service and 
to help and support more vulnerable young people, helping them to release their potential and 
create positive change in their lives.   
 
 

.  
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Arun Youth Projects  
Covid-19 Pandemic Response  

September 2020 
 

This report sets out the recent updates regarding the Arun Youth Projects Youth Service. The 
report will provide details on topics covered during the AYP Outside Session. The report also 
includes information on September attendance data including the number of sessions 
delivered, the number of different young people attending sessions, as well as a breakdown 
of attendance by age, gender, and electoral ward. The report will also provide an update of 
the detached youth service including details on engagement with young people. 
 

Online Service 
We have made a commitment to continue to provide online support and fun activities moving 
forward whilst we try to return to some form of normality with our face to face youth work. We 
are still recording high levels of engagement via social media features especially on our 
Instagram page. The online service in September consisted of ‘AYP Outside’ session 
information, Meet the Team Monday, Game of 
the Week and Quick tips.  
 
We are continuing to use our social media 
platforms to advertise our new ‘AYP Outside’ 
session at the beginning of each week with 
specific locations, times and ages groups.  
This increased communication allows all young 
people and their families to keep on top of 
session details and changes to the service. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meet the Team Monday  
 
We run this feature as we feel it is a great way for our followers to get to know the AYP team 
better. This post asks fun questions of the staff team such as favourite holiday destination, 
books, film and food and other insights such as ‘what have you learnt living in lockdown?’. 
This has been one of our most popular features since the inception of the AYP Online Service 
in March.  
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Quick Tips  
This feature is designed to provide advice and guidance around a variety of issues that are 
currently affecting the lives of young people. So far, we have focused on the water safety, 
how to process anger, dealing with anxiety and ‘Tips for dealing with unexpected GCSEs’.. 
This month we focused on ‘back to school support’, ‘how to deal with a distressing video 
online’ and a reminder to all young people that they are enough and matter, just the way they 
are! 
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Game of the Week  
This has become one of our most popular activities. Every Tuesday we create an interactive, 
fun game using the Instagram Story feature. Around 30-40 participants engage with this each 
week. Games created in September were ‘true or false?’, ‘guess the local landmarks’, ‘would 
you rather’ and ‘AYP Staff Team Emoji Quiz’. 
Example of slide are below: 

 
 

Virtual Town Show 
 
This year as the Littlehampton Town Show and 
Family Fun Day went virtual, due to the 
ongoing Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, 
AYP Kicked off the day with a quiz giving 
people a chance to test their general 
knowledge.  
We brought back our now famous Kahoot Quiz 
for a one day only special event. The event was 
attended by around 17 participants including 
young people and their families.  
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AYP Outside 
 

In September, we continued to deliver the AYP Outside sessions. Due to changes in 
government and National Youth Agency guidelines, we were able to carry on meeting 
young people physically outside in the community.  
The AYP Outside sessions are centred around games such as rounders, football, volleyball 
and badminton, whilst ensuring social distancing measures are adhered too. We have 
chosen location such as the Beach Green and Southfields Park to host these sessions. 
These sessions have created a fantastic opportunity for us to re-connect with young people 
in a physical space. 
 
Attendance Data 
 
Attendance data in this reporting period is taken from August’s ‘AYP Outside sessions: 

• 103 Different engagements over 10 sessions – an increase of 4 engagements when compared 
with last month’s results and an increase of 11 engagements when compared with July’s data.  

• 32 different young people – same as last month’s data but still an increase of 7 young people 
when compared with July’s data.  

• 11 young people attended between 5 – 7 sessions.  
• 6 young people attended between 3-4 sessions.  
• 15 young people attended between 1-2 sessions.  

 
AYP Outside attendance data: 
 Tuesdays 

Southfields 
Wednesdays  
Beach Green 

Thursday 
Beach Green 

W/C 1st Sept Outreach  14 10 
W/C 8th Sept 3 12 16 
W/C 15th Sept 15 15 13 
W/C 22nd Sept 4 12 Cancelled due to 

poor weather 
W/C 29th Sept 5 Cancelled due to 

poor weather 
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Ward Breakdown 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
The chart highlights the ward breakdown of the attendees across the AYP Outside sessions. 
The highest percentage of young people accessing the service are from the River Ward with 
28%, with 9 young people recorded living in this area. This is the same data record as last 
month.   
The data highlights a similar level of attendance from young people living in the Wick, 
Brookfield, Beach and Courtwick with Toddington wards when compared with last month’s 
statistics.  
The chart highlights that we are engaging with young people from all six of the Littlehampton 
wards including two young people living out of town. Again, this mirrors the data recorded 
from August’s sessions.  
 
Gender Breakdown 
 
The chart shows the gender breakdown of the young people attending the AYP sessions.  
The data shows an increase in male attendees when compared with last month’s statistics. 
This is the second month in a row we have seen an increase in male attendees. We predicted 
this trend, due to the re-introduction of our face to face AYP Outside sessions. 

Wickbourne	- 5
16%

River	- 9
28%

Wick	- 4
12%

Brookfield	- 7
22%

OOT	- 2
6%

Courtwick	with	
Toddington	- 1

3%

Beach	- 4
13%
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We highlighted that male young 
people were less likely to engage in 
online activities. However, the level 
of female attendees has remained 
consistently throughout the 
transition from youth clubs to online 
services back to face to face youth 
work. . 
 
 
 
Age Breakdown   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The graph shows the age breakdown of the young people currently engaging in the online 
service. The graph highlights the highest level of engagement comes from the 11-14 age 
range. This trend is expected as it follows the same pattern when compared with other recent 
data from AYP reports.  
 
The data shows an increase in all ages from 10-16 compared with July’s statistics. The most 
significant increase comes from the 13-year olds from six young people in July, fourteen in 
August and sixteen in September.    
 
In this reporting Period: 

• 28 out of the 32 young people are youth club attendees (using data recorded before 
lockdown). 	

• 15 young people have transitioned over from the online sessions to the new ‘AYP 
Outside’ sessions.  

Male	- 17
53%

Female	-
15
47%
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• 17 young people did not engage in the online sessions but have re-joined the service 
from our youth club sessions within the last two months. 

• 2 of the 3 new young people attending last month continued to engage with the session 
in September.  

• 6 young people attended last month, but we did not see them in September.   
• 2 young people are completely new to the AYP service.  

Overall Engagement Data 
Looking at all the recorded data reported, including the virtual Town Show Quiz, ‘game of the 
week’ and AYP Outside session, there has been a total of 320 individual engagements with 
around 180 participants living in Littlehampton.  
Service Impact 
We love being able to work with young people face to face again and meeting young people 
in their spaces, whilst maintaining a small online offer. We have recorded a good level of 
engagement throughout September across the service and look forward to re-opening youth 
clubs in October.  
We spoke with young people attending the AYP Outside Sessions and asked them how AYP 
has helped them through in the last two months. See some of the feedback below:   

• Young people are having fun, maintain trusting relationship with staff and taking part 
in physical activity.  

• The AYP Outside sessions are enabling young people to overcome isolation fears and 
manage anxiety.  

• One young person had not left the house throughout the lockdown period. Attending 
the AYP session has given them courage to leave the house and take control of their 
anxiety. They are new to the service and looking forward to attending youth clubs 
when they re-open. 

• Young people feel safe in their community when attending sessions.  

 
Detached Service 

The detached youth service continued throughout September, in line with government 
guidelines.  

It is important to note that the way we gather personal information and data on young people 
during detached youth work session is very different to how we gather information on young 
people that access the service via our Youth Centres. We do not record names, date of birth 
or addresses. We will record gender data. If we do not know the age, we will often assume 
age groups of young people we are talking too.  
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Session Data:  
In this reporting period: 

• 6 sessions were completed.  
• 54 individual engagements with young people were recorded – increase in attendance 

compared to last month.  
• 30 engagements were with young people that are known to the AYP Service.  
• 35 of the recorded engagements were with male young people between 12-16 years 

old.  
• All sessions recorded engagement with young people. 

The map below highlights locations targeted by Youth Workers and the level of engagement 
in each area.  
The map highlights the main area 
of significant engagement is the 
Town Centre. This follows a 
similar trend over the last three 
months. We will continue to 
concentrate our efforts in this area 
due to our concerns over drug 
activity, exploitation and underage 
drinking.  
We know this is a popular area as 
the young people like to be close 
to the Capital Vape Shop (on the 
corner, next to Peacocks.). We 
have continued to raise our 
concerns to the anti-social 
behaviour team at ADC. We 
believe young people are asking 
adults to buy alcohol for them from 
this shop.  
We did not record any 
engagements in other usual 
hotspots this month, other than 
from The River Walk and Wick Parade.   
 
Emma Biffi – AYP Service Manager  
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Littlehampton Town Council 
 
Non-confidential 
 
Committee: Community Resources Committee  
 
Date: 22nd October 2020 
 
Report by: Town Clerk 
 
Subject: Museum Periodic Report 
 

1. Summary 
 
1.1 The report contains: 
 

i. Museum Update 
ii. Visitor engagement figures 
iii. Museums Acquisitions report 
iv. Update on the Collections Documentation Project 
v. Funding application update. 

 

2. Recommendations 
 
2.1 The Committee is Recommended to: 
 

1) Note the museum update, progress with the Collections Documentation 
Project and updated Action Plan. 

2) Consider the recommended acquisitions of items listed in item 5. 
3) Otherwise note the report. 

 
 

3. Museum Update 
  
3.1 OPEN Exhibition. After completing a risk assessment for the open exhibition 

submissions process, it has been decided that the OPEN exhibition will be 
virtual only this year. A press release and social media post have been 
created to advertise this to artists. The Museum team will curate a virtual 
exhibition which will start on the 1st December. A physical exhibition will 
hopefully return in 2021. 

 
3.2 Remote Volunteering. The Museum now has two volunteers volunteering 

remotely cataloguing photographs and during the week commencing 12th 
October 3 new volunteers were inducted and will have started cataloguing by 
the end of October. These volunteers will be working to catalogue the 
photograph archive, contributing to the Documentation Project. 
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3.3 Loan Boxes. With Schools returning to on site learning the Museum has had 
a good take up of its Loan Box service with 3 schools taking loan boxes for 
the first half of the term and 2 of those schools will be taking out further boxes 
for the second half of the term. The Museum will be gathering feedback from 
schools and hope to make improvements to the loan box service next year 
after the Documentation Project is complete. Full engagement figures for loan 
boxes has been included in the Visitor engagement figures in section 4. 

 
3.6 Town Show. The Museum took part in the virtual Town Show producing a 

slideshow of postcards showing Littlehampton Through the Years. A page on 
the website accompanied this with some history and activities for Children. 
The Video had 166 views on Facebook and the webpage was visited by 79 
people, who spent an average of 4 minutes and 38 seconds on the webpage. 

 
3.7 Museum Opening Hours. The Curator has reviewed the current risk 

assessment in relation to extending the Museum’s temporary opening hours. 
The Museum will extend the number of slots available to pre book, for 
individual households, starting from the week of half term (week commencing 
26th October). This will ensure that the Museum can uphold the measures in 
place to keep visitors and staff safe with the available resources. Customer 
feedback has shown that visitors have appreciated being able to visit the 
Museum as individual households as this allows them to enjoy Littlehampton’s 
history safely during the pandemic. 

 
3.8 Half Term. Over half term the Museum will be offering activity packs that can 

be picked up from reception during a Museum visit for a suggested donation 
of £1. These will contain Museum trails, an activity booklet, a colouring pencil, 
a Museum pencil and a Museum pencil sharpener. This is a COVID-19 safe 
alternative to the Museum’s usual holiday activities. There will also be 
activities uploaded to the website for families to enjoy. 

 
 

4. Visitor Engagement Figures 
 
4.1  Pre-booked visit figures. 
 
The Museum reopened on Tuesday August 18th for pre booked visits with restricted 
dates and times available. Since reopening the Museum has welcomed 54 visitors 
through pre-booked visits (correct up to the 13th October). 
 
The Museum continues to be open for pre-booked visits on Tuesdays throughout 
October with additional slots available over the School Half Term. 
 
4.2 Facebook Engagement figures  
 
These figures represent the Museum’s Facebook page from the 27th August to 1st 
October. 
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 Average Post 
Reach 

Page Views Post engagement 
(Average) 

Facebook 5741 161 460 

 
Twitter and Instagram Analytics are unavailable at present. 
 
4.3 Website engagement figures 
 
The Museum began collecting Website Analytics for the new site on the 9th July. The 
figures below represent the 9th July to 26th August. 
 

 July August September Total 

Views 1415 2194 2086 5695 

Number of 
Users 

427 597 448 1472 

Pages per 
session 

2.86 3.14 3.47 n/a 

 
 
 
4.4  Museum Outreach (Loan Boxes etc) 
 

Loan Boxes September 

Number of students engaged 243 

Number of loan boxes booked 4 

Number of Schools participating 3 

 

5. Museum Acquisitions Report 
 
5.1 The Museum received several items as well as others offered via email. This 

includes items found on a shipwreck and some drawings donated via Arun 
District Council. A full list with recommendations can be found in Appendix B. 

 

6. Update on the Collections Documentation Project: 
 
6.1 Inventory Progress: The current total number of records on modes is: 

24139. Accuracy of the records is a key objective of the Project and the Team 
have now started to keep track of the number of records updated to show how 
many old records are being improved with location and donor information. A 
key recommendation arising from the Member Working Group was that all 
items in the Collection be accessioned and correctly recorded and the project 
target is 30,000 items. Significant progress has been made over the summer 
and focussing on digitising the accession registers will be important as it helps 
speed up the process of documentation. There are 34 Registers in total and 
13 have been digitised to date. Additional resources have been allocated to 
this work which will run in parallel with recording items on the MODES 
database, over 70 hours have been spent so far on digitising the accession 
registers.  
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Full figures can be found in Appendix A. 
 
6.2 Stores Work: New Boxes have arrived which will allow the Team to continue 

their work to rebox items in the Document Store, with the aim of creating more 
space in the room as well as providing more suitable housing that meets 
current Museum Standards. This work is on going and is undertaken 
alongside the Documentation Project with a few hours a week dedicated to it. 

 
6.3 Updated Action Plan. This is derived from the recommendations of the 

Member Working Group. As mentioned in the previous report the Action Plan 
needed to be reviewed and has been updated to reflect the remaining actions 
for the Project, those already achieved and new actions in light of the COVID-
19 crisis. The Curator has updated this moving completed actions to the top 
and new actions marked with a **. As can be seen good progress has been 
made and the remaining actions will be complete by March 2021. The full 
action plan can be found in Appendix C. 

 

7. Art fund funding application update 
 
7.1  The grant application for the art fund respond and reimagine grant has now 

been submitted with an answer expected in early November. 
 

8. Financial Implications 
 
8.1 The cost of replacement boxes for stores work are being met by the Museum 

Collections Budget. 
 
Peter Herbert 
Town Clerk 
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Appendix A: Collections Documentation Project Statistics 
 
Modes Figures up to date at time of writing – 12 October 2020.  
 
September Number of New Records added = 780 
 
September Number of Records edited (to bring up to standard) = 961 
 
Total Now on Modes =  24139 which represents 80.46% of the 30,000 target for the project 
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 Appendix B – 
Potential New 
accessions 

   

 Object Name and 
information 

Photograph Curator 
Recommenda
tion 

Link to Collecting Policy 

1. Items from the shipwreck 
Shirala. 

 
 

 

Recommendation:  
 
Accept  

We have other items from the Shirala 
on display – these items would help 
to enrich that display in the Museum 
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2. Two pieces of backing 
board with images of fields 
and local landmarks 
labelled as Littlehampton, 
date unknown. 

 

Recommendation: 
Decline 

Items received as a donation via Arun 
District Council, received by them in 
the mail with only a name as 
identifying information. Unfortunately, 
there is no other information left with 
the item to provide context which 
makes it difficult to interpret. They are 
also badly foxed, as our collecting 
policy advises against accepting 
donations in poor condition the 
recommendation is to decline. 
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Appendix C – Documentation Project Action Plan 2019 to 2021  
 
Table 1: Museum Action Plan 

Action Plan RESPONSIBLE STATUS START END NOTES 

Completed Actions      

Audit collection on MODES to create new 
project timeline and new action plan 

CDO/Curator Complete May 2019 August 2019 Action Complete 

Newly accessioned items to be recorded 
within 6 weeks  

Museum Team Complete May 2019 
December 
2019 

Action Complete 

Create plan and Budget for use of £10,000 
collections management budget 

CDO/Curator Complete July 2019 
September 
2019 

Action complete 

Art Storage to be reviewed in 2019/20 Curator Complete May 2019 
February 
2020 

 
Action complete – storage has been reviewed and 

new storage introduced in this space which has made it 
much more usable and workable space. 

Museum staff and volunteers trained to use 
MODES 

CDO Complete 2018 May 2019 

• Action Complete -All Staff and volunteers 
trained 

• Training needs to be assessed by the Curator 
as part of 1:1s and appraisals 

• Staff and Volunteers are trained to use MODES 
as part of their induction. 

• Periodic spot checks to be made by the Curator 
and the Collections Documentation Officer to 
ensure records are to Spectrum standards. 

• Curator to keep up to date with any additional 
training that may be needed, specifically where 
this relates to MODES software updates. 

Museum Staff trained in good practice of 
packaging items. 

Curator Complete 2018 
January 
2020 

• Action Complete – training completed 

• Training needs to be assessed by the Curator 
as part of 1:1s and appraisals 

• Staff and Volunteers are trained in collections 
care as part of their induction. 

• Periodic spot checks to be made by the Curator 
to ensure that objects are housed correctly. 

• Curator to keep up to date with any additional 

training to keep up with any changing industry 

standards in regard to collections care. 
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Action Plan RESPONSIBLE STATUS START END NOTES 

Museum staff trained to inventory mark 
objects 

Curator Complete 2018 April 2019 
Action complete -Instructions saved G drive for 
future reference and Curator/CDO doing regular 
checks. 

New volunteer pack created CDO Complete 2019 August 2019 
Action Complete – New volunteer Journey in 
place and Policies updated. 

Update and improve volunteer management 
policies 

Curator Complete July 2019 
September 
2019 

Action Complete -All policies updated. 

New volunteer recruitment for Documentation 
Project. 

Curator Complete May 2019 
December 
2019 

• Action Completed – new volunteer team 
recruited to help with documentation and with 
collections management needs of the project. 
  

Submit new Plans and Policies to CRC 
ahead of Museum Accreditation. 

Curator Complete May 2019 
September 
2019 

• Action Complete – Accreditation awarded. Next 
renewal date March 2025. 
 

CRC to supply resources needed to 
complete the project 

CRC Complete 2018 April 2019 
• Earmarked reserves for collections management 

(£4,256.77) 2020/2021 (£3,964). 

MODES to be upgraded CDO Complete June 2019 June 2019 
• Action Completed – regular updates scheduled 

for September each year, facilitated by CDO 
and Curator. 

Work in front of the public and organise 
opportunities for engagement 

Museum Team Complete 2016   Feb 2020 

• Before Covid-19 the team had crated new 
object, handling sessions and had been 
cataloguing in front of the public.  

• With new restrictions engagement has now 
moved online please see new goal below.  

Goal #1:  Documentation of Collections           

All Items in the collection accessioned and 
correctly entered into MODES to 
SPRECTRUM 5.0 standards. 

Museum Team In progress 2016 Spring 2021 

• Aim to Complete 30,000 records by March 2021. 

• Individual staff targets monitored weekly  

• Weekly spot checks undertaken of records 
made to ensure high standards 

• Regular review of Action Plan progress at CRC. 

• Currently at 24,139 records recorded on modes. 
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Action Plan RESPONSIBLE STATUS START END NOTES 

Digitisation of Accession Registers ** CDO/Curator In Progress March 2020 March 2021 

• To provide an accurate representation of the 
number of items in the collection a process 
should be started to digitise the Accession 
Registers. This was started during the Covid 
lockdown and will be continued by volunteers. 

• This number should then be used to inform 
actions for the forward plan to address any 
documentation backlog beyond the 30,000 
objects to be completed as part of the CDP. 

• Report to CRC a new estimate of backlog 
remaining in March 2021. 

• Further resources now in place to help tackle 
this – around 68 hours so far has been 
dedicated to digitising the accession registers. 

Quality Checking of old pre-existing records 
to ensure a consistent approach ** 

CDO In progress Jan 2020 March 2021 

• Regularly inspect and update old records 
ensuring that data regarding spectrum standard 
data is consistent such as Donor information, 
item location and where appropriate adding the 
review. 

• The CDO started this work during lockdown and 
continues to edit hundreds of records each 
month.  

• Figures for edits to start being included in CRC 
stats. 

Goal #2:  Collections Management and 
Storage 

          

Make use of temporary storage space -
Gladden Room 

Curator In progress May 2019 March 2021 

• Book collection in here at the moment along 
with some items from the basement, waiting to 
continue with deaccessioning of the books and 
move remaining collection into the public 
galleries as a local studies collection. At the 
moment we cannot access the collection due 
covid procedures and we will continue as soon 
as is possible. In the meantime we are making 
a list of the books we want to deaccession to 
send out to relevant museums/groups before 
deaccessioning.  
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Action Plan RESPONSIBLE STATUS START END NOTES 

Tidy and reorganise Storage in Document 
Store and Record Card store. ** 

Curator In Progress 
January 
2020 

December 
2020 

• A lot of work has taken place to move 

documents out of inappropriate boxes into 

smaller boxes which take up less space. A small 

selection has been completed so far to allow the 

Curator to cost up the remainder of the work so 

that it can be factored into the next forward plan. 

• The Record card store has been transformed 

into a documentation and collections 

management hub. This space is now organised 

and makes it easier and more enjoyable for staff 

to use.  

Goal #3: Museum Staff and Volunteers           

Staff team training requirements monitored Curator In progress May 2019 Ongoing 

• Museum Staff Team to be assessed by the 
Curator as part of 1:1s and appraisals 

• New induction documentation on correct 
methods of working with the collection to be 
provided to new Staff & Volunteers. 

• Periodic spot checks to be made of Volunteer’s 
work to ensure the integrity of the collection. 

• Team have taken advantage of many virtual 
training sessions created as a result of the 
pandemic. 

 
 
 

Volunteering at home – create procedures 
and policies for new volunteering at home 
role for digitisation away from Manor House. 
** 

Curator In Progress May 2020 
November 
2020 

• This project is currently being trialled with 
existing volunteers who are working on 
cataloguing photographs from home 

• New volunteers currently going through 
recruitment, who will hopefully start asap. 

Goal #4: Plans and Policies           
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Action Plan RESPONSIBLE STATUS START END NOTES 

Create a rolling action plan and submit to 
CRC 

Curator In progress May 2019 On going 
• Action plan is updated regularly and submitted 

to CRC at each meeting. 

Goal #5:  Budget and resources –  
all actions complete 

          

Goal #6: Sharing our work           

Share work online via Social media and 
website 

Museum Team Ongoing 2016   2021 

• Regularly update website with information on 
the project. 

• Update subject areas with more information 
when possible. 

• Regular social media posts relating to the 
project. 

Temporary displays of new objects/CDP 
discoveries 

Museum Team On going  2016  2021 

• Regular exhibitions and displays have been 
created over the past year featuring the results 
of the documentation project. This has included 
online exhibitions featured on the website during 
lockdown. 

• Other exhibitions were reduced as per Working 
Group recommendations. Exhibitions have 
reduced from 12 per year to a maximum of 4. 
Similarly, Events have been bought to a much 
lower level with the Museum Team attending 
Town Events, creating low key children’s 
activities that do not require staff to run them 
and running a small programme of talks. 

Collections pages on website – start to 
upload collection to website. ** 

Museum Team On going 2020 2021 
• Upload collections to the website to enrich the 

new collections area of the website and make 
more of the collection accessible to the public. 

Online Programming ** Museum Team In Progress May 2020 March 2021 

• Create a programme of online learning, events, 
exhibitions, and engagement including videos to 
ensure that the project is still visible to the public 
during the Covid-19 Pandemic. 

 
** = new action added July 2020 in response to COVID-19 
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Littlehampton Town Council     
 
Non-Confidential 
 
Committee: Community Resources 
 
Date: 22nd October 2020 
 
Report by: Town Clerk 
 
Subject: Events Periodic Report 
 

1. Summary  
 
1.1 The report sets out recent matters of relevance to the Community 

Resources Committee: 
 

(1) Outcome of the Virtual Town Show and Family Fun Day 
Activities 

(2) Update on Remembrance Sunday 
(3) Update on plans for Virtual Christmas Lights Switch on Activities 

 
 
2. Recommendations 

 
The Committee is Recommended to: 
(1) Approve Saturday 11th September 2021 as the provisional date for 

next year’s Town Show and Family Fun Day. (paragraph 3.1 
refers). 

(2) Note the Virtual Christmas Lights Switch on Activities proposal set 
out in paragraphs 3.3 to 3.3.1 and Appendix 1. 

(3) Otherwise note the report. 
 
 

3. Background 
 
3.1  Town Show & Family Fun Day 
3.1.1 The Eighteenth Town Show & Family Fun Day was due to be held on 

Saturday 12th September 2020 at Rosemead Park. Due to the COVID-
19 pandemic, the event was cancelled, and a virtual programme of 
events and activities was developed. The date allocated for 2021 is 
Saturday 11th September.  

3.1.2 The virtual Town Show started at 10am on Saturday 12th September 
with Arun Youth Project’s virtual quiz. The quiz was launched live on 
the organisations’ Instagram page through the ‘Kahoot’ app. The 
winner of the quiz received a £15 Amazon Voucher. The Town Show 
Committee ran four competitions through August: Lockdown in the 
Garden, for the best garden; Lockdown in the Kitchen, for the most 
attractive culinary offering; Children’s Lockdown Drawing and 
Lockdown Photography. The winners were announced on the Town 
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Council Facebook page on the day of the event. The competitions 
attracted 162 entries and there was a total of 1,611 votes for the 
shortlisted entries.  

3.1.3 As part of the day the museum team celebrated their postcard 
collection and encouraged members of the public to design their own 
postcard by downloading a guide and template from their website. 
Other activities included an arts and crafts session, a juggling and poi 
workshop with Poi Passion, West Sussex Library Service’s story time, 
a baking demonstration with Free Cakes for Kids, who shared recipes 
for three different types of cupcakes and some music from Murdoch’s 
Crazy Eyes, who performed live at the event in 2014. 

3.1.4 Figure 1 below shows the insights pulled from the Town Council and 
Visit Littlehampton Facebook pages. The engagement rate highlights 
the number of people who have engaged with the Facebook post by 
liking, reacting, commenting, clicking on or sharing the post divided by 
the number of people reached. The three posts that saw the most 
engagement were all demonstration videos, proving that video content 
continues to be more effective than photo or text heavy posts. 

 
Time Activity Reach Engagement Rate 

10am Arun Youth Project Virtual Quiz 53 8% 

11am Arts and Crafts Session 696 4.5% 

11.30am Poi Passion Juggling Workshop 690 4% 

12pm Museum Postcards Activity 336 6% 

1pm Town Show Competition 
Winners 

392 5% 

2pm West Sussex Library Service 
Story Time 

295 4% 

3pm Free Cakes for Kids Baking 
Demo 

530 5% 

4.30pm Murdoch’s Crazy Eyes 197 5% 
Figure 1: Engagement rate of Town Show Virtual Activities 2020 

 
3.2 Remembrance Sunday   
3.2.1 The event will be held on Sunday 8th November in line with national 

celebrations throughout the United Kingdom. 
3.2.2 The event honours the service and sacrifice of our Armed Forces 

community, the British and Commonwealth veterans, the Allies that 
fought alongside us and the civilian servicemen and women involved in 
the two World Wars and later conflicts. 

3.2.3 Under normal circumstances, a parade made up of veterans, 
dignitaries, service groups and local scout and cadet groups would 
muster adjacent to the Town Clock in the High Street precinct before 
marching off to the War Memorial for a short service, laying of the 
wreaths and two minutes silence. A second service would then take 
place in St Mary’s Church led by Father Williams, proceeded by a 
smaller parade in Church Street before disbanding in the High Street. 

3.2.4 Due to COVID-19 restrictions surrounding live events, there will be no 
parade or church service for 2020. Father Williams has offered to 
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record a virtual service for members of the public to access at home via 
the Town Council Facebook page.  

3.2.5  The Royal British Legion will face devasting difficulties with their Poppy 
Appeal this year. They will not be able to operate the sale of poppies as 
in previous years. It was agreed by Members at the previous meeting 
of this Committee that a donation of £1,000 would be made to the 
Poppy Appeal. The Mayor Councillor David Chace presented the 
cheque to Honorary Poppy Appeal Organiser, Derek Moore MBE at the 
War Memorial on behalf of the people of Littlehampton on Friday 9th 
October 2020. 

3.2.5 It has been agreed that two separate groups of six representatives will 
be present to lay wreaths and observe a two-minute silence on 
Remembrance Sunday. A bugler will play the last post and Father Mark 
Williams will be present to offer a prayer. The first group will lay 
wreaths on the South side of the memorial and will consist of the 
Mayor, who will also lay a wreath on behalf of the 30AU, the Arun 
District Council Chairman, the Arun Veterans Breakfast Club, West 
Sussex County Council and the Liberal Democrat Party representative, 
Councillor Dr James Walsh KStJ, the Labour Party representative, 
Councillor Freddie Tandy and Conservative Party and District Scouts 
representative, Councillor Jill Long. The second group of six will lay 
wreaths on the North side of the Memorial and will include the Lord 
Lieutenant’s representative for Her Majesty The Queen, Royal British 
Legion and Army representative, Derek Moore MBE, the Littlehampton 
Veterans Breakfast Club, a representative from the Navy and Royal Air 
Force and the Co-Chair of the Littlehampton Trader’s Partnership.  

3.2.6 Officers will not be organising specific times for other group 
representatives to lay wreaths. Groups will be asked to avoid the war 
memorial between 10.45am-11.15am to ensure the group of twelve can 
safely disperse. Groups will also be asked to leave the South and North 
sides of the memorial free when laying wreaths. 

3.2.7 An A4 poster of the iconic Remembrance Poppy will be made available 
to download from the Royal British Legion website for people to print, 
and display at home. Posters will also be available in reception for 
people that do not have access to printers and the internet at home. 
The posters will promote the ‘Remember at Home’ campaign. 

3.2.8 The campaign encourages people to observe the two-minute silence 
outside their front doors at home. The wreath laying will therefore not 
be publicised, and residents will instead be encouraged to remember 
safely at home.  

 
3.3 Christmas Lights Switch on   
3.3.1 Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the ongoing restrictions relating to 

large public gatherings and events, it was agreed by Members at the 
previous meeting of this Committee that the event would not take place 
in the High Street and instead a programme of virtual activities would 
be developed and promoted on the Town Council Facebook page. 
Authority has been delegated to the Town Clerk, in consultation with 
the Chair of the Committee, to agree and progress additional elements 
to the festive events package.   
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3.3.2 Officers have put together a proposal for a programme of virtual 
Christmas activities which can be seen in Appendix 1. The programme 
will begin with a virtual switch on live on the Town Council Facebook 
page on Friday 20th November at 7pm and will run throughout the 
festive period. At the same time, the elf projections will be illuminated in 
the High Street and the reindeer window competition will be launched. 
Other activities planned include a quiz, advent calendar, arts and crafts 
demonstrations, Christmas storytelling, museum activities and the 
Mayor’s Christmas Card Competition.  

3.3.3 Officers have sourced a quote of £150.00 for the design and print of 
2,000 A5 flyers promoting the reindeer treasure hunt which will 
encourage children to visit local businesses during the festive period.  

3.3.4 All Council Members were asked to submit any suggestions for virtual 
Christmas activities which Officers have considered and incorporated 
into a proposal which can be seen in Appendix A.  

 
4. Financial Implications 

4.1 A total budget of £18,000 was available for the Town Show and Family 
Fun Day from the Community Budget. Expenditure was £392, which 
covered the cost of the Sound and Production deposit and Town Show 
Insurance. 

4.2 A budget of £1,800 was allocated to the Remembrance Sunday from 
the 2020/21 Community Budget. Expenditure is expected to be 
£1,067.00 to cover the deposit of the Sound and Production contractor 
and the donation of £1,000 to the Poppy Appeal will also be met from 
this budget. 

4.2. A budget of £5,600 was allocated to the Christmas Lights Switch on 
event from the 2020/21 Community Budget. Expenditure is expected to 
be £1,433.00 to cover the deposit of the Sound and Production 
contractor, the cost of the virtual Christmas Lights Switch on and the 
design and print of 2,000 A5 flyers. 

 
Peter Herbert 
Town Clerk 
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Appendix 1 

Virtual Christmas Proposal 
Officers have put together a proposal for a programme of virtual Christmas activities 

which will begin on Friday 20th November and run throughout the festive period. The 

festivities will begin with the virtual switch on which will go live on the Town Council 

Facebook page at 7pm. At the same time, the elf projections will be illuminated in the 

High Street which will allow people to take their ‘elfie selfies’. Officers will begin 

promoting the reindeer window competition on social media on the same date and 

will make plans to launch a quiz immediately after the switch on. 

 

Virtual Switch On  

The current Christmas Lights contractor, Event Power Engineering have put together 

a proposal to deliver a virtual light switch on. Ahead of the 20th November, the 

contractor would film a brief speech from the Mayor. The contractor would record the 

switching on of the lights from various locations and edit together a video that can be 

live streamed at the normal switch on time over various social media channels. This 

is available at a fixed price of £1000.  

 

Ongoing 

- Reindeer Window Competition: This will follow the same format as previous 

years. Children will be tasked with finding all nine reindeer and Father 

Christmas hidden in High Street, Beach Road and Surrey Street shops. Once 

finished, children will hand their forms into Bah Humbug Sweets in Anchor 

Springs in return for a sweet reward and will also be entered into the 

competition to win a prize. Officers will have 2,000 double-sided A5 flyers 

printed primarily for the competition. 

- #LAelfie: Elf projections designed by Steve Carroll will be in the High Street 

once again. People will be encouraged to share their photos with us on social 

media using the hashtag ‘LAelfie’. In addition, we hope to have an uncoloured 

elf JPG image available for children to download from the Town Council 

Facebook page and website to colour in. 

- Advent Calendar: Officers are creating a 24-day advent calendar to share on 

social media. The calendar will consist of 12 prize giveaways and 12 activities 

to enjoy. Officers are currently encouraging local businesses to donate prizes 

and have sourced six prizes so far. To be eligible for a prize people will be 

asked to ‘like, tag and share’ each Facebook post on the Town Council 

Facebook page. A random number generator will then select the winner each 

day at random. People will be encouraged to take part in the 12 activities 

promoted by officers. These will include elements created by Town Council 

staff including the window competition as well as activities created by local 

organisations such as Littlehampton Organisation of Community Arts and 

Crafters Corner. 

- Quiz: Officers will create a virtual quiz following a similar format to that of 

Screen on the Green, but with a Christmas theme. Councillor Blanchard-

Cooper has again offered his house to record once decorated and has a 
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friend who is be able to record it (which will save using hours/money left in the 

photography contract budget). 

- Storytelling: West Sussex County Council Library Service are allowing us to 

share their content as they did for the Town Show. Councillor Blanchard-

Cooper has stated that he is happy for his home to be used for further 

storytelling. Councillor Blanchard-Cooper has proposed that we get Santa, 

Mrs Claus, and the Mayor to read a story each. 

- Crafters Corner: Jan has agreed to make free card making kits to be 

collected from the shop. Officers can run a competition where people enter a 

photo of their cards to us, with Jan happy to donate a prize for the winner. Jan 

is also going to speak to Diana from the pottery studio to see if they can come 

up with any other ideas. 

- Churches’ Nativity: The Baptist Church are going to discuss whether this 

can be safely delivered with social distancing in mind and then confirm either 

way. 

- LOCA: Will be providing LED and fire performance videos to be uploaded on 

social media platforms. Steve Carrol will also film an arts and crafts video 

demonstration for children to follow at home. 

- Churches Christmas Broadcast: Officers will speak with both the Baptist 

Church and St Mary’s Church to see if they have plans to broadcast a 

Christmas Day service. If so, details of this will be shared on the Town 

Council Facebook page. 

- Museum Activities: The Museum team are currently discussing plans and 

will share details with the events team when something is finalised.  

- Mayor’s Christmas Card: The Communications team will work with the 

Mayoral & Administrative Officer to develop a concept and launch date for the 

Mayor’s Christmas Card. A larger prize may be offered this year to entice 

more children to enter. 

At this stage organisations are still unsure where they stand with regards to street 

collections and fundraising opportunities. Officers will continue to work with 

organisations and support their activities. 

 

Councillor Suggestions 

Outdoor Cinema: Officers were asked to research the possibility of holding an 

outdoor cinema screening in one of the town car parks over the festive season. 

Inflatable screens can only be set up and tied down on grass surfaces. A winter 

screening on the seafront greens is not feasible as the ground becomes boggy which 

poses the risk of cars getting stuck on the green. In addition to this, inflatables 

cannot be set up in wind gusts of over 50kmh which are common on the seafront in 

the winter months. This leaves the option of an LED screen which is set up using an 

exhibition truss structure. Officers previously sourced quotes for LED screens for the 

Screen on the Green event. An 8.064m x 4.608m LED Screen would cost £8,950 

which is considerably more than an inflatable screen despite being a lot smaller in 

size. The District Council also require applications with supporting documentation 6-

8 weeks in advance for events that have a capacity of up to 500 people, which would 
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mean the event date would fall considerably close to if not past Christmas Day. 

Officers can investigate whether this event is possible for 2021 but additional budget 

would need to be sourced and agreed.   

Virtual Pantomime: Councillor Blanchard-Cooper has proposed that the Town 

Council work with the Littlehampton Comedy Society to upload a virtual pantomime 

every weekend in December from their past archives as many were recorded and 

are of good quality. The permission of the Society would be required, and they would 

also need to ensure that the necessary licencing and performance rights including 

consents relating to minors were in place prior to this going ahead. Assuming the 

licensing rights are sought, and the necessary consents obtained to broadcast the 

videos, Officers would schedule a pantomime for every Saturday in December.  

Virtual whole town Christmas light switch on: Residents are encouraged to turn 

on their Christmas lights at 6pm on the 20th November to allow young children to 

enjoy and then share the images of their lights with the Town Council on social 

media. Many people do not put up their decorations until December, so alternatively, 

Officers recommend that residents email photos of their lights to the Events team by 

Friday 11th December. Officers can then create an album of photos to share on the 

Town Council Facebook page the following week. 

Interactive Christmas activity pack: Aimed at our younger residents with quizzes, 

word searches, competitions, colouring in and other activities. Officers have 

researched and found numerous resources of a similar description which are free to 

download. Officers can upload the resources to the Town Council website and 

Facebook page for people to access free of charge. An example of a booklet can be 

seen below. 

https://www.busythings.co.uk/pdfs/busythings_Christmas_Activity_pack.pdf  
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Littlehampton Town Council 
 
Non-Confidential 
 
Committee: Community Resources 
 
Date: 22nd October 2020 
 
Report of: Town Clerk 
 
Subject:  Events Programme for 2021/22 
 

1. Summary 
1.1 This report sets out a draft programme of events and initiatives for 

2021/22.  It includes: 
1) Regular Council led events. 
2) Events supported by the Council. 

 
2. Recommendations 

 The Committee is Recommended to: 
 

1) Comment upon and agree in principle the draft programme of events 
and initiatives as set out in Paragraph 3.4 onwards for consideration 
as part of the 2021/22 budget discussions. 

2) Approve production of the events guide in the existing format for 
2021. (paragraph 3.5.1 refers). 

3) Otherwise note the contents of the report. 
 
3. Background 

3.1  Council events provide a tangible and visible link for the local community 
to the Town Council. They boost the corporate image and reputation of 
the Council among the local community, boost the local economy, attract 
visitors to the Town, bring the community together and support and 
enable local organisations to network and fundraise. Most Town Council 
events were cancelled in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite 
this, local residents and organisations supported and interacted with the 
alternative events held online. The aim is to build on this in developing 
the events programme leading in to 2021.  

3.2  It is important to note that the events industry continues to suffer great 
disruption due to the pandemic which can impact on future bookings and 
availability of contractors.  

 
3.3  Summary of 2020 events  

The Charity Pancake Olympics event was again well supported in 
February, attracting a total of 12 teams, 3 of which were new to the 
competition. This became the last public event that the Town Council 
was able to deliver in 2020 as the COVID 19 Pandemic took hold shortly 
afterwards bringing with it restrictions around social distancing and large 
public gatherings. 
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Consequently, virtual events and activities were launched to replace the 
cancelled Easter Out and About Sessions, VE Day, Sussex Day, Armed 
Forces Day, Sandcastle Competition, Screen on the Green and the 
Town Show and Family Fun Day events. The activities were well 
received by local residents with many expressing their gratitude to the 
Council for offering fun distractions from lockdown measures.  

 
 Easter Out and About: The 2020 sessions were cancelled due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. In its place Officers launched an Easter drawing 
competition. 5 children entered the competition, with the winner receiving 
a Hobbycraft gift card. 

 Armed Forces Day: A video montage of past events and a service from 
Revered Martin Seymour were shared on social media in place of the 
cancelled 2020-Armed Forces Day event. 

 Sandcastle Competition: A virtual sandcastle competition was 
launched this year in place of the cancelled event. 5 children took part in 
the competition with the winner and runner up receiving prizes courtesy 
of Harbour Park. 

 Screen on the Green: Although the 2020 event was cancelled due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the public supported the event and interacted 
with the voting process prior to the cancellation. The Facebook posts 
related to voting reached over 10,200 people, were commented on 173 
times, and were shared 28 times, showcasing the anticipation for the 
event. Officers created a virtual movie quiz in place of the event. 17 
teams participated in the quiz and the top three teams won luxury 
hampers that were delivered to their doors. Although the quiz was well 
received, there was significant cost attached owing to the time taken to 
film and edit the footage. 

 Town Show and Family Fun Day: A programme of virtual activities was 
launched to fill the void left by the event cancellation. Many of the 
organisations that usually contribute to the event took part. The 
programme included a quiz by the Arun Youth Projects team, 
Littlehampton Organisation of Community Arts craft session, a juggling 
and poi workshop with Poi Passion, Littlehampton Museum activities, 
West Sussex Libraries story time, baking demonstration with Free Cakes 
for Kids and some music from Murdoch’s Crazy Eyes, who performed 
live at the event in 2014. The Town Show Committee ran four 
competitions through August: Lockdown in the Garden, for the best 
garden; Lockdown in the Kitchen, for the most attractive culinary offering; 
Children’s Lockdown Drawing and Lockdown Photography. The winners 
were announced on the Town Council Facebook page on the day of the 
event 

  
3.4 Proposed Events Programme 2021/22 

No changes to the core events programme are necessary at this time as 
the current format is proven to work well. In addition, Officers are working 
with Arun District Council and Artswork to deliver a series of pop up 
events that utilise the Town Centre and Caffyns Field, using the Town 
Centre Events budget jointly funded by the Town Council and Arun 
District Council – plans for these will be reported to the Policy and 
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Finance Committee. Members are therefore asked to consider the 
events programme for 2021/22 as follows:  

 
April 

3.4.1 Easter Out and About (7th & 14th April 2021) 

Current Budget: £800 
Background: Two Easter Out and About events are proposed. The 
sessions are a chance for young families to get ‘out and about’ and enjoy 
a variety of outdoor activities at three local parks. 
Sessions would normally take place at Mewsbrook and Southfields Park 
and include a Bunny Hunt, Magic Show, and outdoor games with the 
Freedom Leisure team. In the last two years, Freedom Leisure has 
delivered a third session at Rosemead Park as part of a three-year 
agreement. The Freedom Leisure Team will be delivering two outdoor 
sessions at Southfields Park during October Half Term in place of the 
cancelled 2020 session.  
Recommendations: 
Continue with the same format for both Out & About sessions at 
Mewsbrook and Southfields. Proposed sessions and budget: 
1. Mewsbrook Park £350 
2. Southfields £350 
Total: £700 

 
June 

3.4.2 Sussex Day (16th June) 

Background:  
A photography competition to celebrate Sussex Day is proposed 
following a similar format to 2020. The competition gives residents the 
opportunity to showcase Littlehampton in their own unique and creative 
way with photographs taken over the last 18 months. The competition 
would be inexpensive to run and the winner could receive a £50 gift card 
as a prize. In addition, Members have previously indicated a desire to 
facilitate an event as part of the Sussex Day celebrations. This will be 
investigated further and reported to the December Committee. 

3.4.3 Armed Forces Day (26th June) 

Current Budget: £13,500 
Funding breakdown 

LTC Budget £13,500   

Sponsorship £3,000* Funds not  

MOD Grant £3,000** guaranteed 

2020 Total Budget £16,500  

 
*Harbour Park have contributed £3000 to the event annually since its inception. 
Officers will meet with representatives of Harbour Park in November to discuss 
the event and their contribution. 
**If a grant for the MOD is successful there is no way to guarantee the amount 
awarded. Over the past four years the grant has been between £1,600 and 
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£3,000. Officers will reapply for a grant in 2021 if they are made available again. 
Although Officers were successful with a grant in 2020, it cannot be assumed 
that we will be successful again next year.  

 
Background: Organised in line with national celebrations to honour 
those who serve and have served in the Armed Forces. 2021 will be the 
12th year of Littlehampton Armed Forces Day. Officers had booked an 
arena stunt display and static Spitfire for the 2020 event. These bookings 
have been carried over to 2021 after deposits were paid for both 
attractions. Contractor bookings for security, event support staff, medical 
provision, sound and production and marquees were also deferred until 
2021 after Members agreed to an extension on the tender agreements. 
The current format of using West Green for parking and East Green for 
entertainment, attractions, catering, and provisions has worked well. 
Officers have a good working relationship with event sponsor Harbour 
Park who also support the format. 
Recommendations:  
The site layout remains the same. West Green continues to serve as a 
parking area and East Green is used for entertainment, attractions, 
provisions, and stallholders. 

 
 

August  

3.4.4 Sandcastle Competition (early August, date is tide dependant)  

Current Budget: £500 
Background: A small budget event aimed at children and families. Each 
year around 300 children take part in the event, building castles and sand 
sculptures. The current format of having 3 age group categories works 
well. Harbour Park contribute £85 towards the cost of the buckets. 
Recommendation: Keep the budget at £500 to cover the cost of the 
improved PA system. 

3.4.5 Screen on the Green (14th August) 

Current Budget: £15,000 
Background: In 2021 Screen on the Green will be in its eighth year. The 
event grows in popularity year on year and is now a highly anticipated 
event in the Town’s calendar. The format has been replicated by other 
event organisers in the local area.  
Matters for Consideration:  
a) The event was due to revert to East Green in 2020 after taking place 

on West Green in 2019 to tie in with the entertainment on the Stage 
by the Sea, catering on Banjo Road and extended opening hours at 
Harbour Park. Whilst the screening itself worked well on West Green; 
a larger audience, more popular film or more favourable weather 
could present a problem with overcrowding, which can be expected 
after people missed out on the event in 2020. 

Recommendation: East Green is considerably larger than West Green 
and the event continues to grow. It is therefore recommended that the 
event returns to East Green for 2021. Officers will discuss this with 
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representatives of Harbour Park and report back to committee in 
December. 
b) The event generally falls on the same weekend as Dubs on the 

Beach, an event facilitated by Arun District Council, taking place on 
the Sunday after Screen on the Green. Officers previously worked 
with the organiser of the event to design a shared A5 flyer which was 
distributed to a new demographic of people that may not otherwise 
be familiar with both events.  

Recommendation: Officers to meet with the Dubs on the Beach 
organiser to discuss further how they can work together for the benefit 
of both events. 
c)  For the past four years a vote has been cast via Facebook, 

Progress, and a poll via the Town Council website to determine 
the film choice. This concept works well and is an effective and 
free method of engaging with the public. Asking members of the 
public to suggest films to be shortlisted offered a new way to 
engage with our target audience and ensure that popular film 
choices were included in the vote.  

Recommendation: It is recommended that initial film choices are 
selected by the public online and then shortlisted by Members before 
going to public vote. 

 
September  

3.4.6 Town Show & Family Fun Day (11th September) 

Current Budget: £18,000 
Background: A community focused event. 2021 will be the 19th Town 
Show and Family Fun Day. The event is built around the Town Show 
and Community Marquees. Other key features of the event are the main 
stage, catering provision and activities for children.  
Recommendations: The cost of marquee hire continues to rise. 
Sponsorship will be sought earlier in the year to cover this. No changes 
to the £18,000 budget are proposed for 2021/22. 

 
October  

3.4.7 Littlehampton Sports Forum Sports Awards Ceremony (4th 
October) 

Current Budget £3,000 
Background: The Sports Forum is supported by Littlehampton Town 
Council and aims to act as an advisory, consultative, and co-ordinating 
body with Sport England, Sussex County Sport Partnership, sports 
clubs, schools, and other interested organisations in the town. The 
Sports Forum is made up of representatives from local clubs and sports 
providers and it offers members the opportunity to share information and 
express their views on current sporting issues. New sponsors were 
sought for each award in 2020 although the Town Council did not 
formally enter agreements with the sponsors after the 2020 Awards 
Ceremony was cancelled. Officers will contact the sponsors to check 
they are still happy to sponsor the awards over a five-year period. 
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Recommendations: Officers were due to meet with the Sports Forum 
Executive Board in August to discuss whether a review of the awards 
should be implemented to improve for 2020 onwards. This would involve 
a review of the categories, the frequency and time of year of the Awards. 
Officers will meet with the Executive Board in 2021 when the COVID-19 
situation surrounding people visiting the Manor House improves. No 
changes to the £3,000 budget are proposed.  

 
November  

3.4.8 Remembrance Sunday (7th November) 

Current Budget: £1,800 
Background: The Town Council took over the co-ordination of 
Remembrance Sunday in 2013, to manage the road closures for the 
event. The Events Team works in conjunction with the Mayoral and 
Administrative Officer and local cadet groups to facilitate the War 
Memorial Service and Return Parade.  
Matters for Consideration: The budget was increased in 2020 after 
Amenity Team staffing costs increased and Officers hired a PA system 
as part of the Sound and Production tender agreement. No changes to 
the £1,800 budget are proposed.  

3.4.9 Christmas Lights Switch On (19th November) 

Current Budget: £5,600 
Background: A key Town event to mark the start of the festive season 
in Littlehampton. The Switch On and late-night shopping is designed to 
bring people into the Town, showcase the Christmas Lights and support 
local businesses at the start of the festive season. 
Recommendations: The current format works well and therefore no 
change to the current budget is suggested.  

 
February 2021 

3.4.10 Pancake Olympics (13th February 2021) 

 Budget: £700 
 Background: Teams of three or four compete to win money for their 
chosen charity. This is a light-hearted event aimed at having fun and 
bringing people into the High Street during the winter season. The event 
enables competitors to raise vital funds for local charities. 12 teams took 
part in the event in 2020. A high quality and more reliable PA system 
were used in 2020 as part of the Sound and Production tender 
agreement. 
Recommendations: No changes to the £700 budget are proposed. 

 
3.5 Events & Exhibitions Guide (2021) 
3.5.1 Since 2018, one guide has been produced for the March to October 

season. This works well and fits with the rest of the Council’s publicity 
offer. Events are compiled into a 16-page guide, an example of which 
can be seen below in figure 3.4.1.1. No changes to the £1,100 budget 
are proposed for the 2021/22 guide. 
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Figure 3.4.1.1: Visit Littlehampton What’s on Guide March – October 2020 

 
 
3.6 Events Forum  
3.6.1 The Events Forum is a group of community event organisers that meets 

twice a year, facilitated by the Town Council, to discuss the Littlehampton 
events programme and support each other. A budget of £7,000 was put 
forward in 2020/21 to provide event support, £4,000 of which was from 
Earmarked Reserves. Two grants to support external events totalling 
£1,500 were supported and approved by Members, but neither event 
took place due to the COVID-19 pandemic, so funds remain unspent.  
The next meeting will take place when it is safe for people to meet in the 
New Millennium Chamber.  

 
4. Financial Implications 

 
4.1 The costs of the proposed events are listed as Appendix 1.  
 
Peter Herbert 
Town Clerk 
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Easter Out and About 800.00£        700.00£        

*Armed Forces Day 13,500.00£   13,500.00£   

Sandcastle Competition 500.00£        500.00£        

Screen on the Green 15,000.00£   15,000.00£   

Town Show 18,000.00£   18,000.00£   

Remembrance Sunday 1,800.00£     1,800.00£     

Switch On 5,600.00£     5,600.00£     

Pancake Olympics 700.00£        700.00£        

Sussex Day 50.00£          

Events Guide 1,100.00£     1,100.00£     

Event Support 7,000.00£     7,000.00£     

Total 64,000.00£   63,950.00£   

*Armed Forces Day 2020/21 not including Sponsor contribution

104

Sports Awards 3,000.00£     3,000.00£     

3,000.00£     3,000.00£     

EVENTS PROGRAMME: APPENDIX 1

Proposed 

2021/222020/21

Budget Projection 2021/22
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Littlehampton Town Council 

Non- Confidential 

Committee: Community Resources Committee 

Date: 22nd October 2020 

Report by: Town Clerk 

Subject: Community Resources Officer Report  
 

1. Summary 

1.1 The purpose of the report is to highlight work being undertaken by the 
Community Resources Officer (CRO) to progress the projects and initiatives 
that are within the remit of this Committee. The report comprises an update on 
the allotments, the new Wick Youth Centre, Rosemead Park replacement 
equipment and sensory path projects and includes an update on planned tree 
works. 

 
2. Recommendations 

2.1 The Committee is Recommended to: 
 

1) Note the progress with the delivery of the new play area at Rosemead 

Park. 

2) Agree the design of the sensory path and confirm that the additional 

funding required for this aspect of the scheme be met from the 

Community Resources Initiative budget. 

3) Consider the request from the Littlehampton Bonfire Society (paragraph 

3.6 refers) and if approved, delegate authority to the Town Clerk to 

discuss the Society’s requirements with them. 

4) Note the tree survey update as set out in paragraph 3.6 of the report and 

that a further report with recommendations on replacement trees for 

Rosemead park will be brought to the next meeting of the Committee.  

 

3. Services and Facilities Update 

3.1 Rosemead Park Play Area 

           Regarding the refurbishment project, a start date for site of the 2nd November 

2020 has been set and weather permitting the work will be completed by Mid-

December. Flyers have been distributed to all the properties adjacent to the 

park informing residents and Littlehampton Town Council social media will be 

regularly updated to ensure communication is maintained throughout the 

works.  
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3.2      Sensory Path 

           At the time of writing, the design for the sensory pathway had not been 

received and it is expected that this will be available for the meeting. It is 

estimated that the sensory path will cost £2,996 if completed during the 

works. If it is added at a later date the cost would be £3,988. The budget of 

£135,000 previously agreed by this Committee has been exhausted and if 

approved, additional funding would be required. Members are invited to 

consider the proposal and if approved, confirm that the additional funding 

required be met from the Capital Receipts Reserve budget. 

 

3.3      Allotments 

           The annual Allotment Renewals exercise will begin in November. All allotment 

holders will be issued emails/letters informing them of the process and fees 

as appropriate. The first edition of the Town Councils Allotment newsletter 

will be distributed at the same time which has been prepared with input from 

Littlehampton Allotment and Leisure Garden Association and will invite 

allotment holders to make suggestions on future content.     

           The developer has begun limited groundworks to create the new allotments 

on the Church Land site at Worthing Road. Subject to the satisfactory 

discharge of the remaining planning conditions, work could start in earnest in 

November. This site is being delivered by the developer as part of the North 

Littlehampton development and will create a number of new and accessible 

plots as well as improvements to the site entrance. Officers are in contact 

with the developer and main contractors to ensure that allotment holders are 

kept informed of progress. 

  

3.4       Service Funding/Grants 

            The pandemic and changing restrictions on social distancing continues to 

disrupt the delivery of the some of this year’s planned HAS schemes and 

officers continue to monitor and work with the providers on this. Regarding 

the Freedom Leisure activities, two HAS sessions are planned for delivery at 

Southfields Jubilee Centre playing field during the Autumn half term.  

 

3.5  Request from The Littlehampton Bonfire Society 

Members will recall that due to the ongoing restrictions on public gatherings, 

this year’s event was cancelled and the funding payment of £5,500 returned 

to the Council. In common with many voluntary organisations, the present 

situation is also having a severe impact on the Society’s ability to raise funds. 

However, they are still maintaining a presence at fund raising fairs and 

markets when circumstances allow and have requested support to assist in 

replacing some of their equipment. They are looking to purchase new folding 

tables as their existing tables are dilapidated and a flatbed trolley to help 
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move equipment and stock. It is estimated that £300 would be needed to 

meet the costs of these resources.  If the Committee is minded to support the 

request, it is suggested that authority be delegated to the Town Clerk to 

discuss the Society’s requirements with them. 

 

3.6       New Wick Youth Centre 

           The replacement Keystone Youth Centre project continues to progress, and 

the Employers Agent is currently reviewing the project plan, budget forecast 

and the planning application documentation. As part of this work, site surveys 

have been completed and the reports, which will inform the planning 

application, are awaited. 

 

3.7       Tree Survey and Future Works 

           A full tree survey has been commissioned to ascertain the condition of all trees 

that Littlehampton Town Council is responsible for and will include a one to five-

year management plan. The last time a survey was completed was 2018. It is 

recommended that these surveys are periodically reviewed as they are used to 

plan maintenance and predict budget requirements. In particular, it is thought 

that work is required on a number of trees at the Mill Lane allotment site and 

Members will also be aware of the issues with the Rosemead Park Leylandii 

which are in poor condition and nearing end of life in places. Any urgent works 

required will need to be carried out promptly and are expected to be within the 

budget allocated for 2020/21.  

The decline in the condition of the Rosemead Park Leylandii has become more 

noticeable in the last two years as the weather has changed with long periods 

of excessive rainfall, drought and increasing incidences of high winds taking its 

toll. The report will give specialist advice on this and offer information on what 

can be planted in their place, considering native species, screening, and 

longevity of tree species. This is a priority for the Council and separate funding 

has been allocated within the budget for this project. The trees at Rosemead 

Park are subject to a Tree Preservation Order (TPO) and planning permission 

may therefore be required but this depends on their condition and the nature of 

work required. The outcome of this survey and recommendations on 

replacements will be reported to the next meeting of the Committee.  

  

4. Financial Implications 

4.1 The Community Resources Initiative budget for 2020/21 is £10,000. There is 

£88,253 in Earmarked Reserves for Rosemead Park (including the Anesco 

Grant). It was agreed as part of the 2020/21 Capital Programme Funding that 

additional capital funding be made available from Capital Receipts Reserve to 

give a potential budget of up to £150,000 for Rosemead Park.  

4.2  The cost of the tree survey is thought to be circa £1,100 and will be taken from 
the Tree Maintenance budget for Parks and Open Spaces. The cost of 
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additional works will be assessed and planned as part of the budget cycle and 
reported to the Committee as explained in paragraph 3.6 of this report. 

4.2 The annual tree maintenance budget is £1,500, of which £40 has been spent 

so far this year. There is £2,965 in Earmarked Reserves. 

4.3 £30,000 has been allocated in the Council’s Capital Programme from the 
Converted Capital Receipt EMR for the removal and replacement of the conifers 
at Rosemead Park. 

 

        Peter Herbert 

        Town Clerk 
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LITTLEHAMPTON TOWN COUNCIL 

Non- Confidential 

Committee: Community Resources  

Date: 22nd October 2020 

Report by:  Town Clerk 

Subject: Strategic review of Arun District Council's tourism service 

 

1. Summary 

1.1 The purpose of the report is to highlight the review Arun District Council 
undertook of all aspects of the council’s current tourism support functions. A 
report is being considered by Cabinet in October which summarises the 
recommendations and findings made in the strategic review of the tourism 
service by Blue Sail Consulting and makes recommendations for the future 
delivery of tourism services by the council. 

1.2  Members may wish to express their thoughts on the recommendations being 
considered by Cabinet. 

 2. Recommendations   

2.1 The Committee is Recommended to: 

1) Note report in Appendix 1 

3. Financial Implications 
 

3.1 There are no financial implications arising from this report. 

 

Peter Herbert 

Town Clerk 
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Agenda Item 5 

ARUN DISTRICT COUNCIL 
REPORT TO AND DECISION OF LITTLEHAMPTON 

REGENERATION SUBCOMMITTEE 
ON 7 OCTOBER 2020 

PART A : REPORT 
SUBJECT: STRATEGIC REVIEW OF ARUN DISTRICT COUNCILS TOURISM SERVICE 

REPORT AUTHOR: Denise Vine, Group Head of Economy 
DATE: 21st September 2020 
EXTN: 37846 
PORTFOLIO AREA: Economy 

EXCUTIVE SUMMARY: 
This review considers all aspects of the council’s current tourism support functions. The 
report summarises the recommendations and findings made in the strategic review of the 
tourism service by Blue Sail Consulting and makes recommendations for the future 
delivery of tourism services by the council. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
The Subcommittee is asked to resolve that officers to make Cabinet aware that the review 
recommendations contained within the Arun Strategic Review of Tourism are supported by 
the Subcommittee, together with any further observations it may put forward. 

1. BACKGROUND:
1.1. Tourism is a key sector in Arun and very important to our local economy. The recently 
agreed Arun Economic Strategy identified, from the evidence base, the importance of the 
sector locally and that it should be treated as a priority sector. It is a major provider of jobs 
and income (visitor spend) and supports many businesses and a supply chain well beyond 
the most obvious attractions and venues. 

1.2. But while the nature, funding and role of local government has changed dramatically 
and visitors expectations have risen, the types of services provided by the council to 
support tourism have remained largely unchanged for the last decade. 

1.3. Combined with the challenges of Covid-19, this therefore is an ideal time to press ‘re- 
set’ – to agree what needs to be done and why; where should the priorities and focus be 
and to decide how best to deliver that. 
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1.4. It is clear that the council needs to consider how best to take forward its tourism 
function and decide what is the best way to deliver this service, with the resources 
available to us, and in a format that meets modern visitors expectations. 

 
1.5. Blue Sail Consulting were commissioned in July to carry out a review of our tourism 
function. The review has considered all aspects of our current tourism support offer and 
has made recommendations for the future delivery of the tourism service. 

 
1.6. The review took account of what is already being done by others in the district towns 
of Bognor Regis, Littlehampton and Arundel as well as work at a county level through 
Experience West Sussex. 

 
1.7. It considered whether the council or others were best placed to deliver the services 
visitors need or if there are other ways of delivering these services. It also considered the 
immediate and longer-term impacts of Covid-19 and ensuring the recommendations align 
to other council objectives such as those in the Arun Economic Strategy. 

 
1.8. All aspects of the current service were reviewed including the main tourism facilities 
and services supported by the council including the VIPs, website, social media, visitor 
guides etc. It also reviewed all marketing plans and activities and considered how well the 
destination is performing and whether there are market opportunities and activities to 
exploit. 

 
1.9. The consultants engaged with a range of key stakeholders, including key members, 
via telephone consultations which fed into the findings. 

 
1.10. Areas explored included: 

• Current performance, gaps and opportunities 
• Alternative ideas for destination marketing and management 
• Opportunities for collaboration and new models for delivery 

 
1.11. The review was required to produce a strategic report with clear recommendations to 
include: 

• Strategic context and rationale 
• Review of current delivery 
• Recommended roles in destination marketing and destination management to 
include an assessment of the destination strengths and opportunities 
•Organisation and resourcing implications 

 
1.12. The completed review document is contained in Appendix A. 

 
1.13. The review has identified four strategic initiatives that will allow the council to shift 
from tourism delivery (marketing, information) to a strategic commissioning, investment 
and development role. By doing this the council can be clear about what it wants to 
achieve and work through others, who are better placed, to deliver it through visitor 
marketing. The council can then use its influence (inside and outside the council) to 
improve the visitor experience – to make it as good as it can be, and to secure the types of 
investment which will help the district build its visitor economy. 

 
1.14. The four strategic recommendations for the tourism service are: 
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 Strategic Tourism Investment Role – this is natural territory for the council with a 

strategic and operational focus. Strategically we want to secure investment in the 
district (accommodation, events, attractions, watersports) and operationally we 
need to ‘show the way’ in lifting the quality of the visitor experience (public realm, 
signage, beach management, toilets) and advocate for visitors across the public 
and private sector. 

 A Refreshed Tourism Strategy – prepare a new plan setting out clearly what we 
want to achieve as a destination and bring focus and clarity to the actions that are 
needed. We can’t do everything, given limited resources, so the plan will help to be 
very targeted in choosing where to focus. It is also an opportunity to engage 
stakeholders more closely in the development and delivery of the strategy. 

 A shared narrative – develop thematic and town based narratives for all to use. To 
attract new visitors we need everyone involved in tourism saying the same 
messages in a similar way through all of their own marketing. But what is that 
narrative now and how do we address the differences between the towns? This 
isn’t about a logo or even a brand identity – it is a richer seam of stories and 
narratives, images and ideas that everyone can use which highlight the ‘very best’ 
of the district. Work has recently been completed on what the Bognor Regis Place 
Branding ‘narrative’ should be. This wasn’t just about attracting tourism visitors but 
broader themes of why people should visit, live and invest in the town. The town- 
based narratives should complement each other. 

 Commission marketing support – invest in the Experience West Sussex project to 
deliver regional campaigns that attract new visitors and work hard to get our fair 
share of that business. And invest in the information and marketing services in each 
of Arundel, Littlehampton and Bognor Regis. 

1.15. It is possible to support these recommendations within existing resources and the 
review suggests other funding and income streams that may also further support 
additional activities. 

2. PROPOSAL(S): 
The subcommittee is invited to indicate their support, to Cabinet, for the review 
recommendations contained within this report and any further observations they may wish 
to offer. 
3. OPTIONS: 
Not support the recommendations and, if not supported by Cabinet either, the tourism 
service functions, and focus remains the same. 
4. CONSULTATION: 

Has consultation been undertaken with: YES NO 
Relevant Town/Parish Council   

Relevant District Ward Councillors   
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Other groups/persons (please specify) 1 to 1 consultation 
with a range of key stakeholders. 

Yes  

5. ARE THERE ANY IMPLICATIONS IN RELATION TO 
THE FOLLOWING COUNCIL POLICIES: 
(Explain in more detail at 6 below) 

YES NO 

Financial  No 

Legal  No 

Human Rights/Equality Impact Assessment  No 

Community Safety including Section 17 of Crime & 
Disorder Act 

 No 

Sustainability  No 

Asset Management/Property/Land  No 

Technology  No 

Other (please explain)   

6. IMPLICATIONS: 
6.1. There are no financial implications – proposed changes would be facilitated within the 
existing budget. 
6.2. Some service activities will cease however if these recommendations are supported. 
This may result in job roles and responsibilities changing. The usual statutory consultation 
processes will be applied if this is the case. 

 

 

7. REASON FOR THE DECISION: 
The subcommittee support the review recommendations and wish to advise Cabinet of this. 

8. BACKGROUND PAPERS: 
Remember to list background papers and insert required links 

Appendix A – Arun Strategic Tourism Review 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Tourism is important to Arun. A major source of employment and part of what makes the district distinctive and an attractive place to live, work, study as 
well as visit. Tourism is in Arun’s veins – you have, after all, being doing it for hundreds of years. 

 
But while the nature, funding and role of local government has changed dramatically, while visitors today are very different to those of a decade ago, 
while some of your businesses have modernised and adapted to changing market demands, the types of services provided by the District Council to 
support tourism have remained largely unchanged for the last decade and more. 

 
Combined with the challenges of Covid-19, this therefore is an ideal time to press ‘re-set’ – to agree what needs to be done and why; and to decide who is 
best placed to deliver what. 

 
Tourism done well is a force for good in Arun. It is able to support your local economy with jobs and income for local business; it can sustain that economy 
year-round; it should underpin and add to the qualities and assets that local residents admire and enjoy; it helps define what makes your district 
distinctive and compelling and that should have benefits beyond tourism – in inward investment, in attracting students and intellectual capital, and in 
attracting new residents. 

 
We were asked to make strategic recommendation for the role that Arun District Council should perform in supporting tourism. But, as form follows 
function, it isn’t possible to come to those conclusions without first addressing what the need is and what strategic approach is required. This therefore is 
not a destination strategy or plan – but we have looked at the destination through a similar lens allowing us to reach some swift conclusions about what 
you should be doing and therefore what that means for the District Council. 

 
We have four recommendations for the District Council: 

 
Strategic Tourism Investment Role – this is natural territory for the Council with a strategic and operational focus. Strategically you want to secure 
investment in the District (accommodation, events, attractions, watersports) and operationally you need to ‘show the way’ in lifting the quality of the 
visitor experience (public realm, signage, beach management, toilets) and advocate for visitors across the public and private sector. 
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A Refreshed Tourism Strategy – prepare a new plan setting out clearly what you want to achieve as a destination and bringing focus and clarity to the 
actions that are needed. You can’t do everything, given limited resources, so the plan will help you to be very targeted in choosing where to focus. It 
is also an opportunity to engage stakeholders more closely in the development and delivery of the strategy. 

A shared narrative – develop thematic and town based narratives for all to use. To attract new visitors you need everyone involved in tourism saying 
the same messages in a similar way through all of their own marketing. But what is that narrative now and how do you address the differences 
between the towns? This isn’t about a logo or even a brand identity – it is a richer seam of stories and narratives, images and ideas that everyone can 
use which highlight the ‘very best’ of the district. Work has recently been completed on what the Bognor Regis Place Branding ‘narrative’ should be. 
This wasn’t just about attracting tourism visitors but broader themes of why people should visit, live and invest in the town. The town-based 
narratives should complement each other. 

Commission marketing support – invest in the Experience West Sussex project to deliver regional campaigns that attract new visitors and work hard 
to get your fair share of that business. And invest in the information and marketing services in each of Arundel, Littlehampton and Bognor Regis. 

 
All of this means that the council shifts from a tourism delivery (marketing, information) to a strategic commissioning, investment and development role – 
be clear about what you want to achieve and work through others, who are better placed, to deliver it in your visitor marketing. And use your influence 
(inside and outside the council) to improve the visitor experience – to make it as good as it can be now, and to secure the types of investment which will 
help the district build its visitor economy. 
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BACKGROUND 
THE BRIEF 

 
This project brief was for an independent review of the tourism service within Arun District Council and clear strategic recommendations for the council in 
delivering tourism services, to clarify what it should be doing and how that should fit with other organisations in the district that support tourism 
marketing, management and development. 

 
The context for this work is important and includes: 

 
Recent county-led marketing efforts through Experience West Sussex activity 

Developing town-led website, promotion and information development in Littlehampton, Bognor Regis and Arundel 

Covid-19 implications for destination marketing and management 

Pressures on public finances within the local authority and increasing demand for statutory services 

 
Our aim in this review is to provide a clear roadmap for Arun District Council in developing tourism to support wider strategic objectives for the district. 

 
 

OUR APPROACH 
 

As part of this project we reviewed publicly available reports and data including those from regional and national tourism bodies, we interviewed in 
excess of 20 key stakeholders and we looked at examples of best practice from other destinations. 

 
It is clear that the question of ‘role’ is very difficult to address in the absence of a clear strategy for tourism. While this project is not about developing a 
tourism strategy or plan, we have looked at issues needed to develop a tourism strategy and our background papers and analysis will be relevant and 
useful in the development of such a strategy for the district. 
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This is a challenging time for tourism with Covid-19 in evidence and the implications that continues to have for everyone involved in tourism. While it 
presents some fundamental challenges for tourism, our recommendations will ensure Arun is best placed to rebound strongly from the current crisis. 

 
This is not a time when resources are easy to identify for growth plans. Nonetheless our recommendations are ambitious and deliverable. They 
necessitate new ways of working, or partnership and collaboration. But done well and with energy, will leave Arun in a strong position from which to 
capitalise on the benefits to be derived from tourism. 
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WHERE IS ARUN NOW 
CURRENT VISITORS 

 
Tourism is important to Arun with 4m visitors producing £221m of direct spend and 4360 FTE jobs (5972 actual). This compares favourably to 
neighbouring districts, with values just below Chichester but ahead of Worthing and Adur. 

 
Day visitors dominate, as they do with other destinations along the coast. You receive 3.43m day visitors compared to 0.61m staying visitors but while day 
visitors outnumber staying by 5.6 times, staying visitors spend more (£116m compared to £105m) illustrating the huge importance of staying visitors. 

 
Among staying visitors it is notable how important overseas visitors are. While district level data is not available on international visits, Tourism South East 
have estimated overseas numbers through the Cambridge Model and suggests that they represent just 13.4% of all staying visitors but their spend is 31% 
of all staying visitor spend1. 

 
Around two-thirds of all overnight stays are for holidays and a third are visiting friends and relatives. Very few visitors are here on business (5%) and those 
that are will probably be because of some of the major local employers (Rolls Royce, Body Shop) and events held at Butlins. 

 
These numbers are substantial, but what do we know about the people behind the numbers? The 2016 Tourism Research Project commissioned by 
Coastal West Sussex gives us useful insights. While it may be a few years out of date it is likely to give a reasonably accurate picture of Arun’s three 
leading town destinations. Here’s what it tells us: 

 
The market is very local - over 90% of visitors (day and staying) come from the UK, and most of them come from West Sussex, Surrey or Hampshire 

 

 
 
 

1 Economic Impact of Tourism on Arun District 2018, Tourism South East 
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The family market is important for Bognor Regis and Littlehampton, and couples are more important for Arundel 

Arundel attracts more up-market types, while Bognor Regis and Littlehampton have more appeal to the mid-market 

Day visits dominate Arundel and Littlehampton, while over half of Bognor’s visits are staying 

Littlehampton gets the longest stays at over a week, Bognor just under, and Arundel attracts short breakers 

Day visitors generally spend more than 5 hours 

Staying visitors use catered accommodation of all types in Arundel, Bognor features hotels and caravans/chalets while visitors to Littlehampton are 
considerably more likely stay with friends and relatives 

Most visitors (around two-thirds) are on a repeat visit. 

Looking at what motivates and attracts visits, and what visitors associate with each town, there are clear distinctions in the towns’ appeal: 

Arundel – Castle, history & heritage, eating & drinking 

Bognor Regis – beach and seafront, Butlins, family holidays and fun 

Littlehampton – beach and seafront, parks, gardens and open spaces, eating & drinking, summer holidays. 

 
Arun is fortunate in providing a varied offer that includes coast, countryside, three very different towns and access to the South Downs National Park. 
However, with one or two exceptions, much of the experience is ‘adequate’ rather than ‘great’ and offers little that makes it stand out from many other 
destinations making it very difficult to compete for discerning visitors. 

 
Tourism in Arun is also very seasonal. Although this is not uncommon in coastal destinations, this is a challenge for year-round employment and 
businesses having the resources to invest and maintain high standards. 
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ARUN DISTRICT COUNCIL TOURISM SERVICES 
 

In Arun District Council the services supporting tourism are very traditional and largely unchanged over the last 15 years. ‘Sussex by the Sea’ (SBTS) is 
the brand identity adopted by the council for the promotion of tourism and has been in use since 1994. There is a tourism budget of £68,000 of which 
£38,000 is allocated to staffing. Of the remainder approximately half is spent on IT, website, brochure and occasional marketing activity. 

 
The main activities are providing the website, some social media activity, a visitor guide, support for visitor information points and some occasional 
destination marketing. 

 
The website (www.sussexbythesea.com) was developed in 2013, requires updating and options for a new site are being considered. In 2019 it received 
144,000 page views, down from 195,000 the year before. The visitor guide is now produced every two years rather than annually and 100,000 copies of 
the most recent guide were produced. Visitor Information Points are run and supported by local organisations /partners in the main towns. Arundel 
Museum hosts a leaflet distribution display in the foyer, in Bognor Regis the Regis Centre/ Alexandra Theatre hosts the VIP and leaflets are also available 
via the seafront office, and in Littlehampton a range of businesses provide an informal VIP. 

 
The tourism officer maintains and supports the Sussex by the Sea website, helps service the VIPs, responds to direct enquiries, supports events, works on 
collaborative activity e.g. 2021 Year of the Coast, promotes quality assurance, supports networks and training, manages brochure fulfilment, and works 
closely with partners such as Experience West Sussex. 

 
There is lots of activity taking place, however there are questions about whether this activity is achieving significant impact and what is needed at this 
time. There is no evidence it is attracting new visitors, changing visitor perceptions or supporting the development of new tourism experiences. 

 
 

CURRENT APPROACH TO MARKETING 
 

There is quite a complicated promotional architecture for a relatively small area, which has developed over time. At each level there is at least a website, 
various social media channels and sometimes even a printed brochure. There is clearly duplication of resources, if not overlapping messaging. The four 
main ‘destinations’ are detailed below and the South Downs National Park and other significant attractions could easily be added to create a yet more 
complex picture. 
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Destination Positioning Channels 
Experience West Sussex 

 
Funded by partnership of local 
authorities and supported by the 
Coastal West Sussex Partnership. 

 
As the central voice for the region on 
tourism, destination management and 
the visitor economy, the Experience 
West Sussex Partnership delivers 
industry intelligence, local business 
support and creative marketing 
campaigns to attract visitors to the 
area. 

One of the UK’s most diverse counties, West Sussex 
covers both coast and the South Downs National 
Park, encompassing hills, harbours, farmland and 
market towns. From stately homes to breath-taking 
beaches, West Sussex is bursting with inspirational 
things to do and see. Whether you’re looking for a 
coastal break, a relaxing weekend in the country or 
a jam-packed family holiday, we’ve got you 
covered. 

Website – well-presented, lots of practical info, 
placing the destination and giving ideas for what 
to do, Searchable database with listings for nine 
themes, with opportunities to filter by group, 
budget, location etc to refine the search. Good 
blogs, listicles and inspiration section 
Twitter (3, 3002 followers) 
Facebook (34,000) 
Instagram (4,500) 
YouTube channel (only 9 subscribers) 

Sussex by the Sea 
 

Managed by Arun District Council 

Between the South Downs and the sea. 
 

From things to do in Sussex with kids to tourist 
attractions and activities for groups, fun days out on 
England’s sunny south coast start and end in Sussex 
by the Sea! In Arundel, Bognor Regis, Littlehampton 
and surrounding areas you’ll find the perfect mix of 
activities to add to your holiday diary. 

Website – lacks strong district-wide 
distinctiveness or compelling sell. Focuses on the 
3 towns and South Downs & villages. Themes are 
history & heritage, walk, cycle, horseriding (no 
info), beaches, parks & gardens, shopping. 
Brochure on request or e-guide. Presented by 
coast or countryside offer. Very family 
orientated. 

 

 
 

2 Numbers, rounded, at 9 July 2020 
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Destination Positioning Channels 
  Twitter (7421); #sussexbythesea 

Facebook (2160) 
Instagram (1,011) 

Arundel 
 

Arundel’s tourism information site 

Arundel captures the essence of heritage, urban chic 
and country pursuits, all within a stone’s throw of 
London. Experience this market town and you will 
discover more than you’d expect. Most of all it is a 
place to return to and tell others about. 

 
Combining one thousand years of history with 
independent shops, contemporary art galleries, 
restaurants, cafes, delightful drinking spots, great 
attractions and a thriving events calendar, plus 
outdoor activities from walking across the South 
Downs to canoeing or cycling… there is something 
for everyone. 

Website – new site, nicely put together with 
good use of moving images and celebrity quotes. 
Copy is sometimes a little breathless ‘so much to 
see and do!’ and over-promising. Good range of 
themes and suggestions, some done as blogs so 
variety of tone of voice. 
Facebook (2,000) 
Instagram (1,000) 

Bognor  Regis 

Love Bognor Regis 

Delivered by Vinco Marketing 

Fall in Love with Bognor Regis 
 

You won’t have to look far to find things to do in 
Bognor Regis and the surrounding areas, from the 
beautiful coastline, to the shops, restaurants and 
seaside attractions such as crazy golf and the 
award-winning Butlin’s Holiday Resort. There is 
plenty to keep you and the whole family entertained 
in Bognor Regis and with the likes of Chichester, 
Arundel and Littlehampton right on our doorstep, 
there is lots to explore within a short drive away. 

Website – design clean and modern, copy little 
generic and sometimes clichéd – and currently 
some parts out of date. Relies a lot on paid 
listings so little inspiring content and some with 
only local relevance. ‘Inside Bognor’ section is 
good with blogs and features which unpack the 
destination written in a nice tone of voice. 
Markets beyond Bognor. 
Twitter (4,338) 
Instagram (6,447) 
Facebook (18,000) 
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Destination Positioning Channels 
Littlehampton 

 
Visit Littlehampton 
Managed by Town Council 

Discover the many sides of this vibrant Town 
 

Two award-winning beaches, the beautiful River 
Arun and a large seafront green makes 
Littlehampton a popular destination for individuals, 
families and couples. Whether you are looking for a 
seaside Town with plenty to do on a day out or a 
base for exploring the beautiful Sussex Coast, 
Littlehampton is the ideal place to visit. 
With a variety of captivating award-winning 
architecture including the Stage by the Sea, East 
Beach Café and Britain’s Longest Bench plus an 
extensive programme of cultural events this 
certainly is a must-visit destination! 

Website Very functional – listings and database 
search for things to do, attractions etc. Promotes 
beyond Littlehampton but essentially just links to 
e.g. other towns, National Trust properties etc. 
Twitter (438) 
Facebook (328) 
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT 
THE BIG PICTURE 

 
Tourism generates £106bn a year in England and employs 2m people. No wonder that VisitBritain’s latest 5 year strategy is to ‘make tourism one of the 
most successful and productive sectors for the UK economy’. 

 
But competition is fierce. Internationally the number of new and emerging destinations continues to expand. While domestically, the range, scale and 
quality of UK destinations continuously improves with new investment in accommodation, attractions, experiences, culture and heritage. 

 
Consider the offer for visitors and it becomes apparent why smaller destinations struggle to achieve the awareness that they would wish for. In the UK 
there are: 

 
927 towns or cities of more than 10,000 people 

15 National Parks (Britain) 

46 Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (Britain) 

7723 miles of coastline 

1600 museums 

196 Castles and Historic Properties (England) 

45,000 hotels 

 
So the Arun offer not only has to be ‘great’, if you want to attract visitors, it has to be better than other destinations. 
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COMING OUT OF COVID 
 

With VisitBritain predicting a 49% reduction in domestic trips and spend, and with forecasts being updated regularly, it is clear that 2020 will be as bad as 
it gets for tourism. Everywhere has experienced lockdown, closures, and quarantine. And most commentators expect that it will take a number of years to 
recover to pre-Covid levels. 

 
At the same time, tourism is surprisingly resilient and the OECD states ‘domestic tourism is expected to recover more quickly and offers the chance for 
driving recovery’3. 

 
Recent research suggests 43% of UK adults expect to take the same or more UK short breaks this year4. So there are reasons to maintain some optimism. 

 
Arun needs to think about the barriers and motivations visitors have and be clear where it has something to offer. So with visitors confidence in 
international travel low, Arun should be targeting near markets still wanting to take a break. A desire to avoid crowds, plays well to the strengths of 
countryside and quieter beaches. Places to walk and cycle are increasingly appealing to domestic visitors. And cleanliness and hygiene factors are 
paramount so efforts to work with business to deliver the highest standards will have dividends. 

 
For some destinations, Covid-19 has also been a good opportunity to pause and take stock and press re-set on what they do and how they do it. This 
review therefore is timely and allows Arun to emerge from Covid with a new plan and routemap which positions it well for the future. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Tourism Policy Responses to Covid-19. OECD. June 2020 
4 Covid-19 Consumer Sentiment Tracker. VisitBritain (Week 13) 
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ARUN POLICY CONTEXT 
 

Arun’s Economic Development Strategy 2020-2025 states ‘The visitor economy continues to be a major 
asset but our plans are about more than tourism’, acknowledging that tourism is important while 
acknowledging the desire to diversify the economic base. 

 
The analysis within the Economic Profile of Arun (background to the strategy) highlights major challenges 
for the district: 

 
Seasonal employment (horticulture and tourism) 

Low wage economy (in comparison to near neighbours and comparators) 

Few large businesses (0.1% have more than 250+ employees) though there are some notable 
companies (Rolls Royce and Body Shop) 

Lower qualified workforce – low value, low skilled labour market 

 
This results in the district being a net exporter of labour to neighbouring areas with 8973 coming in and 
27394 going out each day. 

 
So tourism needs to support the approach set out in this strategy, renewing the offer and attracting new 
markets to support the economy year round with higher value jobs. The analysis in this strategy 
recognises the changing retail environment in town centres which must increasingly be given over to 
social, leisure and entertainment uses and done well this can enhance your tourism offer. 

 
The strategy has some ambitions that reflect what tourism needs to succeed: masterplans for Bognor and Littlehampton; optimising the seafronts, 
seafront greens and waterfront sites; the need for the towns to be vibrant; a range of events to increase footfall; and improvements to cycling and 
walking infrastructure. 
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The strategy makes reference to a proposed Green 
Infrastructure Plan for Bognor to the South Downs. 
The background study was completed in January 2020 
and while largely concerned with landscape design, 
conservation and the health and wellbeing of local 
communities, the proposals will have relevance for 
leisure activities for visitors especially in relation to 
cycling/walking. 

 
From a planning perspective, the adopted Local Plan is 
clear in wanting to ‘create vibrant, attractive, safe and 
accessible towns and villages that build upon their 
unique characters to provide a wide range of uses and 
which are a focus for quality shopping, entertainment, 
leisure, tourism and culture activities’. 

 
In the plan, the council supports ‘continuous 
adaptation and improvement in the visitor 
experience’ with reference to higher quality 
experiences, a more diverse offer and increased 
competition. The main outcome sought is longer stays 
and more retained spend. 
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MARKET TRENDS 
 

In the table below are key trends particularly relevant to this piece of work. [Sources: VisitEngland, VisitBritain, VisitScotland, National Tourism Coastal 
Academy, Blue Sail]. 

 
Trend What this means for Arun 
Communication Overload 
Destinations of all size competing for 
attention in a crowded marketplace across 
multiple channels 

Breaking through screening out and filtering 
Challenge for those with little market recognition 
Substantial resources required to build a destination brand/presence 
Clarity of the proposition 
Ongoing significant resources required to maintain a presence across multiple channels 
Targeting a focused, compelling message at the right time to the best prospect segment(s) 
Reviews and endorsements important 
Detailed market knowledge and insight kept current 

Maximising Behaviour 
Holiday makers and short breakers looking 
to use their limited leisure and vacation 
time to see and do as much as possible 

Range of quality experiences on offer that are sufficiently different from home 
Need for reassurance that there is sufficient to occupy and entertain 
Inspiration and information about what there is and how to access, book etc 
Has to be easy to access 
Joined up travel options 
Makes sense for individual places or experiences with common ground (e.g. a shared history, 
character) to club together and build a shared, more desirable and versatile product 

Death of Risk 
Constraints on budgets and holiday time 
mean travellers want to find out as much 
as possible about their destination before 
getting there. 

Particularly relevant in coronavirus times so reassurance on safety measures crucial for foreseeable 
future 
Prevailing interest in staycations and trips close to home 
Comprehensive information about what’s on offer to allow visitors to plan 
Reassurance that there is enough and of the right type of things to do 
Ease of booking either before or during the trip; clarity on terms and conditions, cancellations etc 

Pursuit of Real Quality, authentic experiences – in tune with local culture and way of life 
Seeking out of immersive, distinctive experiences 
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Trend What this means for Arun 
Genuine, authentic, local experiences 
sought in preference to mass tourism 
‘sight-seeing’. 

Families creating memories together – meeting the needs of multiple generations 
Bragging rights, shareable experiences 
Experiences that combine fun /learning/self-improvement/well-being 
Local – food, drink, crafts, independent businesses rather than chains 
Individual elements can be small but must add up to a holistic, integrated trip experience 

Multiple Interests 
Meeting multiple needs within the 
travelling group (families, friends, multi- 
generations). 

Extensive range of types of accommodation and experiences available, and easy to access 
Activity and special interest holidays/breaks with weekend and day options 
‘Pick and mix’ from a variety of options to create personalised trips e.g. active experiences with 
general holiday pursuits such as visiting historic sights, shopping and entertainment 
Base in one place and take trips out from coast to inland or from towns to coast 

Living with coronavirus 
Addressing a reshaped tourism landscape 
with restricted supply and weakened 
demand. 

Importance of safety and hygiene measures in all elements of the visitor experience 
Demand likely to be greater for rural areas, destinations with open/car-free public space, for 
outdoor activities and attractions, and for self-catered accommodation 
Faster recovery in demand from families and those visiting friends and relatives 
Marketing messages need to respond to evolving market concerns over next few years – not enough 
to say ‘come now’ 
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WHAT WE HEARD 
ORGANISATION, ROLES & COMMUNICATIONS 

 

Through the stakeholder 
consultation, we found a 
clear recognition that the 
council has limited resources 
and that there is a need to 
work smarter, whether that is 
in the pooling of resources, 
or in focusing activity. 

 
Communications between 
the stakeholders could be 
better , for example lack of 
familiarity with the work of 
Experience West Sussex or 
the existence of research and 
insights. 

 
Most pointed out the need 
for a clear strategy to 
determine focus and roles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ROLES & WORKING 

TOGETHER 
 

   

Activity is passive. Why be 
involved if playing at it? 

 

There are lots 
of layers in 

tourism areas 

We need to go back to 
the drawing board. A 

complete review 

Private sector can have a 
bigger say in strategy 

and delivery 

 
Collaboration is not 

happening as it should 

 
We like to explore 
a joint DMO with 

Chichester 

Need to overcome 
town jealousy 

Page 29 ADC is not 
digitally savvy 

 
Difficult to organise 

ourselves if not clear 
what we want to do 

There is a sense of 
disconnect between 

the council and  
local areas 

I have the impression 
tourism is not well 

joined up 

Areas don’t work 
together. There is no 
shared vision or plan 

DMO not sustainable for 
W Sussex. Not enough 

big investors and private 
sector fickle 

ADC needs to get out of 
some areas (website) and 

be more involved in others 
(destination management) 

There is a lack 
of awareness of 

EWS activity 

There is no sophisticated 
conversation with 

business 

 

 
Lockdown has been good 
for council comms. Like 

that to continue 

There are few resources 
so pooling makes sense 
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MARKETING 
 

The identity and perception 
challenge for Arun was evident with 
most highlighting the lack of 
awareness of Arun and only slightly 
greater awareness of Littlehampton, 
Bognor Regis and Arundel. 

 
Likewise, many felt ‘Sussex’ had 
some resonance, but ‘West Sussex’ 
was just as difficult to understand 
with the towns being better known 
as well as the South Downs National 
Park. 

 
The promotional activity of Arun 
District Council (website, social 
media and brochure) were 
perceived to be not particularly 
effective and many questioned 
whether the council had the skills to 
address areas of opportunity. 

 
Many saw the need to promote the 
very best and use those to hook 
visitors in rather than presenting everything the area has to offer. 

 

   
 

MARKETING 
 

 

SBTS too vague. 
Bognor, Littlehampton 

and Arundel mean 
something 

 
Challenge is identity that 

is recognisable 

We need to do more 
work on itineraries 

Arun is ‘nice’ and ‘okay’. Not 
dramatic or spectacular. But 

quieter and good for 
avoiding crowds 

Town websites 
have a focus on 
‘near’ visitors 

Drop SBTS as a portal 
and remove a layer 
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There is the 
potential for more 

PR activity 

Marketing of ‘Sussex’ too 
vague 

Not very good with 
social media 

There is no 
differentiation for Arun. 
And no promotion of its 

constituent parts 

Promote the jewels in 
the crown. Showing 

everything is confusing 

We need to 
promote the best. 

Not everything. And 
not the most needy. 

If a visitor is inspired to look 
at the area they probably 

wouldn’t use SBTS 
Local towns need funding 

to support marketing 
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VISITORS & INSIGHTS 
 

A number of 
consultees felt there 
was a need for more 
data and intelligence 
to support decisions. 
But most of these 
were unaware of the 
research already 
produced by the 
district and Coastal 
West Sussex. 

 
Most agreed on the 
current markets and 
felt the markets they 
wanted were 
younger groups and 
couples. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There is a need to 
understand the modern 
visitor and how they are 

inspired and buy 
 
 

TICs/VIPs not 
needed. All on the 

phone now 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Visitor data gap.. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VISITORS & 
INSIGHTS 

Visitors are drawn 
by the county offer. 
Need to use that to 

our benefit Our markets are 
‘bucket and spade’, 

‘cultural’ and 
‘Butlins’ 

Need to entice 
them first. Not clear 

what are our 
highlights 

Arun is a 
meaningless 

idea for visitors 

There is an 
intelligence gap. 

Unclear what gaps 
there are. 

There is not enough 
to see and do at the 

moment 
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We are ‘nice’ - an 
easy day out 

More needs to be done 
to attract younger 

markets 
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EXPERIENCES & DEVELOPMENT 
 

This was the subject 
which received the most 
comments. With most 
feeling there was a need 
to lift the quality of what 
was there now and 
develop new experiences 
to attract new, discerning 
visitors. 

 
 
 

Littlehampton, Bognor, 
Arundel all have very 

different needs 
 

Reputation of business is 
not always good enough 
– Styrofoam coffee and 

hand written posters 

 
 

We need more 
accommodation 

including self-catering 
 

 
Develop River as an 
asset (on and along) 

 
 

If doing events, do them 
well. Do 3 brilliantly 

rather than 20 mediocre 
 

Need more self- 
catering and 

touring campsites 
Destination 

 
 
We’ve not got lots of things 
to see and do. So beaches/ 

countryside are key 
 

Public realm is 
important 

 
We need to refresh the 

Most cited a need for 
more and better 
accommodation and the 
potential for cycling and 
watersports was 
frequently raised. 

 
We need more hotels 
on/ near the seafront 

 
The Wey navigation is a 

tourism opportunity 

Safe cycling – 
easy & flat 

 
We need more 

for visitors to do 

 
 

EXPERIENCES & 
DEVELOPMENT 

development 
requires a plan 

Basics need 
improving e.g. 

toilets 

offer. Opportunities 
with watersports 

 

There is not enough 
for younger adults 

 
Again, it was felt there 
was a need for a clear 
plan to judge the merits 
of potential development. 

 
Events are important in 
making places dynamic 

and distinctive 
 

There is a need for more 
experiences and lots of 
potential, esp. outdoor 

Watrsports and outdoor 
activity are under- 

developed 
 
 

We need to refresh. 
Where are the Bognor 

seafront bars for example 

Need to lift quality of 
what there now. And 

develop new 
experiences 

 

Beach quality is 
important – we have 

sand and sun 

 
Can we use lighting to 

animate our landmarks 
 
 

Gap is quality hotels. 
Effort wasted on 
mediocre B&Bs 
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STRATEGY 
 

There was a clearly identified 
need expressed for a plan or 
strategy to plot development 
and organisation against and 
to clarify the markets and 
their needs. 

 

The objectives were fairly 
clear: to increase the spend 
and duration of stay from 
visitors, the economic impact 
and jobs. 

 
It was also suggested that 
there was enough for 
everyone to be doing and no 
need for there to be 
duplication but that there 
should be greater clarity 
about individual roles and 
better alignment. 

 
 
 
 

STRATEGY 

Need more 
premium and 
staying visitors 

There is a sense of 
disconnect between 

the council and 
local areas 

Its unclear who we 
want to draw in Where is our 

tourism plan? 

We want more tourism 
spend and jobs 

Marketing working well 
but not clear what 

product we want to see 
developed 

To improve jobs and the 
economy we need ambition 

and strategic thinking 

Outcome should be to 
help others grow. 

Support them and get 
out of their way 

Page 33 Its not obvious 
what Arun is…it 

has no hub 

Town councils not strategic. 
Mostly concerned with 

local issues 

We want visitors 
for 2 days 

Change is hard. We 
need to work together 
 

Absence of strategic 
direction for tourism. 

Diificult to know if plans 
good or bad as no plan 
to view them against 

Answer who will come 
here and why and the 
rest will fall into place 
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE 
SWOT 

 
Below is our analysis of the situation – of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats facing Arun District and which guide our response in the 
recommendations that follow. 

 
Stakeholders and the Council are up for change and that is very positive. However, a new approach to supporting tourism needs to ensure that: 

 
It is market focussed – the decisions you take should be driven by what visitors want not by what you want to sell them or say to them. They have a 
big choice and you need to keep one eye on your competition. 

Neighbours are not competitors – visitors don’t see the boundaries. They see experiences that complement what you have to offer. 

Collaboration is key – business, the towns and the council must all work together. A shared narrative will make the destination more appealing. 

It is focussed – doing less better with clear roles for the County, District, the towns and business. Keep limited resources targeted to maximise impact. 
The council only acting where it adds value and supporting others better placed to run activity. 

New experiences are developed – play to your destination strengths and continue to develop products and experiences that strengthen your appeal. 
 
 

Strengths 
Proximity to source markets for visitors 
Reasonable starting point (4.04m visitors and 4360 FTE jobs) 
Variety of offer (beach, towns, heritage, countryside, national park) 
Robust local markets 
Butlins – national brand, reputation, investment and jobs 
Pleasant seaside and countryside 
EWS doing good ‘inspiration’ work. Towns doing good ‘information’ work. 
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Weaknesses 
Sussex by the sea website and digital capabilities (and number of users) 
Traditional marketing and information delivery by ADC (brochure/VIPs) 
Day visits dominate 
Not enough accommodation 
Strategy out of date 
No shared ambition for coalescing around 
Identity (Arun unknown, Sussex by the sea unclear) and little market recognition 
Retail in towns changing 
Use of the word ‘nice’ was used a lot to describe the area. Not compelling enough 
Seasonal tourism economy 
Many SMEs and lifestyle businesses 
Not enough to see and do (especially activities on land and water) 
Events seen as ‘pedestrian’ – not impactful 
Basics need to be better (e.g. toilets) 

Opportunities 
PR activity and use of influencers 
Everyone up for change 
Pooling of resources needed to have any impact at all 
Green infrastructure – cycling and walking routes (R. Arun, Bognor-S Downs, Wey navigation) 
Masterplans and continued development of Littlehampton and Bognor 
Preservation and adaptation to lift quality of Arundel 
Watersports potential & cycling 
Experiences for younger audiences (seafront eating/drinking) 
Create experiences that have bragging rights are high quality and distinctively local 
Make more of assets in neighbouring areas with Arun as the ‘base’ 
A clear destination management role 
If identity is hard don’t try to come up with a ‘one-line’ description – reflect the variety in a shared story (be anti-brand) 
Share what you have better (research, intelligence) 
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Involve others in the thinking/planning and get ‘buy-in’. 
Threats 

Good work of EWS not recognised/understood and therefore ongoing support threatened 
Lack of visitor focus (many focussed on local needs/interests) 
Lack of excitement/ambition leads to lack of investment (public and private) 
Being insufficiently focussed/targeted – trying to do too much 
Covid-19 leading to long-term major changes in visitor behaviour and business viability 
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MARKETING ANALYSIS 
 

If you take the visitor journey as a guide for where potential visitors are open to influence, the current 
arrangements with the county led Experience West Sussex activity have the ‘Imagining’ and ‘Planning’ 
elements quite well covered. With the town-led websites and social media platforms helping visitors at the 
‘Experiencing’ stage. ‘Booking’ is largely driven by online travel agents and commercial booking websites. 

 
When it comes to destination marketing Arun District Council falls between two stools. Above sits West 
Sussex, a destination with greater market awareness, critical mass of ‘product’ and marketing leverage to 
raise awareness and inspire visits. Beneath it sits individual destinations with their own particular offer and 
which can provide the detail in their marketing to convert interest to booking. It is hard to make a case for 
the District Council undertaking destination marketing for Arun. 

 
There are significant challenges in awareness and interest in terms of the geography as well as 
understanding of the tourism offer. This applies to all locations within West Sussex and even ‘West Sussex’ 
itself5. On the other hand there is a greater awareness among visitors and non-visitors of Bognor Regis and 
Littlehampton, and to a lesser extent Arundel, than there is of ‘Arun’. There is no clear, strong proposition 
for the district as a whole and current marketing understandably focuses on these three towns. 

 
Arun District does have good tourism assets however: 

 
 

Figure 1 Visitor Journey 

 

Coastal/seaside resort – beaches and seaside fun, entertainment, Butlin’s brand 

Landscape, history, market towns – for browsing, relaxing, exploring and some gentle activity in lovely surroundings. 
 
 
 
 

5 Tourism Research Project for Coastal West Sussex, TSE 2016 
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Proximity to large populations – ready markets within easy travel distance 

Proximity to National Park – association with a strong brand and understandable experience 

 
Arun has three distinct propositions with some, but not much, overlap: 

 
Seaside with a twist – Littlehampton providing a traditional resort in the process of reinventing itself 

Traditional seaside – Bognor Regis and Butlin’s providing traditional good fun, self-contained holidays 

Market Town Heritage – Arundel providing the relaxing pleasures of an historic small town, nearby villages and attractive landscapes 

 
These are likely to have most resonance with a day trip market and a domestic staying market within a two- hour (or up to three for the longer stay 
options in the resorts) travel time. From VisitEngland’s segmentation system6 two segments have a particularly good fit; these both reflect the current 
market and have most growth potential. The segments are called ‘Fun in the Sun’ and ‘Country Loving Traditionalists’. 

 
SEGMENT ATTRIBUTES DESTINATION APPEAL 
Fun in the Sun Typically parents looking for family orientated summer holidays where beaches 

play a starring role. Tend to seek cheaper, more ‘social’ alternatives to hotel 
accommodation, such as caravans or holiday camps. This segment skews higher in 
the 30-50 age group – as expected for families. (The 30-50 group represents 55% 
of this profile vs. 40% average.) More likely to live in West and South West. 

Resorts – self-contained good-value family fun, 
fun fairs, fish and chips etc 
Beaches – play, picnics, walks 
Activities – watersports, cycling, soft 
adventure 

Country- 
Loving 
Traditionalists 

Typically empty nesters with traditional values, country-loving traditionalists have 
a moderate household income, but fewer family members to cater for when on 
holiday. This means that their budget stretches further, and good quality, secure 

Good fit for West Sussex generally. 
Arundel – local shopping/markets, churches, 
antiques, etc 

 
 
 

6 https://www.visitbritain.org/visitor-segmentation 
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SEGMENT ATTRIBUTES DESTINATION APPEAL 
 accommodation is a priority when booking a holiday. They are likely to have 

recently taken a countryside break and keep up to date with UK tourism through 
websites such as English Heritage and the National Trust. This segment skews 
older, particularly over the age of 50. (Over 50s represent 56% of their profile vs. 
41% for the average.) More likely to live in East/Anglia and South East. 

Food & drink – independent, artisanal, quality 
History & heritage – Castle, Cathedral 
Seafront - Littlehampton 
Exploring the South Downs – Inc. cycling and 
walking 
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WAYS FORWARD 
We have identified four over-arching recommendations for Arun District Council which have implications for the way in which you organise and support 
tourism development in order to meet your wider strategic ambitions. 

 
RECOMMENDATION 1 - STRATEGIC TOURISM INVESTMENT ROLE 

 
There is a need to ensure that Arun not only has the best quality of experience to offer visitors but that it continues to add to the experience in ways 
which will attract visitors and help maximise local benefits. This is a strategic role and one which aligns closely with other economic regeneration 
functions. 

 
This is a new role but one which is critical if Arun is to grow its visitor economy and compete effectively. The activity is about supporting private sector 
investment, maximising the benefits from public investment and it making certain that there is someone advocating for visitors in the ongoing delivery of 
public services within the authority. 

 
RECOMMENDATION ACTIONS 
Provide a strategic destination investment role in the council. This post 
should lead on the strategic development of the destination, stakeholder 
relationships and the commissioning of marketing services via other 
providers. 

Recruit a strategic tourism lead responsible for destination 
investment, management/development 
Use the Tourism Strategy to define development priorities (e.g. visitor 
accommodation, watersports, walking/cycling, welcome, events, 
signage) 
Pick a development project/year – work with neighbouring authorities 
on shared plans and investment across boundaries 
Support town development plans (similar to Fáilte Ireland guidelines) 
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RATIONALE OUTCOMES 
Need to improve the offer to remain competitive and capitalise on 
destination opportunities to attract discerning/new visitors e.g. 
watersports, and investment 
Clear interest and appeal identified in consultation with a number of 
challenges to be addressed, and opportunities to take forward 

More spend (e.g. increased overnights) 
More profitable businesses and more jobs 
More year round tourism (through increased activities, experiences 
and indoor offer) 
Improved quality of existing offer  
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE – 
THANET DISTRICT 

 
In 2019 Thanet decided they 
needed to update their district 
destination management plan 
which had last been done in 2014. 
A new 5 year plan (2020-2025) 
was produced to strengthen and 
grow the visitor economy. 

 
The plan was not about everything 
that could or should happen but 
about the things that would make 
the biggest difference, could be 
realistically delivered and which 
provided a focus for working 
together. 

 
The plan is about growing the value of tourism, becoming more competitive and lifting the quality of the 
visitor experiences through private as well as public investment. 

 
The plan provided 3 new priorities for the region: 

 
 Vibrant Towns – making Thanet’s town centres more attractive for visitors and providing more of 

the right kind of accommodation 

 Coastline Focus – focusing on providing year-round experiences, activities and facilities at key sites 
along the coast 

 The Isle of Thanet Promise – using the strong themes from Thanet’s Shared Story to develop brilliant 
experiences and a brilliant welcome. 

 
It was developed through an engaging process with tourism businesses that resulted in buy-in and 
support for the delivery of the new plan and uses the strategic tourism resources at the council to take 
forward. 
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RECOMMENDATION 2 - START WITH A PLAN 
 

Your tourism strategy is out of date and it is difficult for you and others to know whether decisions about activity, development, events, organisations or 
marketing are the right ones. 

 
This project and plan is about ‘delivery’ of tourism services in Arun District Council but in preparing it, we have given thought to your current situation, 
the context, market and development opportunities. It would not take much effort to go from where you are now to having a new Tourism Strategy to 
guide your activity over the coming 5 years. 

 
A Tourism Strategy is however just a document. As important is the way you go about generating support for how it is implemented and supported so the 
process of creating the new strategy should include the wider tourism industry in Arun. Use the process to galvanise ideas and opportunities into 
concrete plans and to get everyone working together and ensure that the new Strategy is focussed on as few priorities as possible. Long lists of actions 
are unlikely to be delivered. In our view the process should be led by the new Strategic Tourism Officer. If funding allows, running this process 
consecutively with the ‘shared narrative’ (Recommendation 3) would be more efficient and beneficial. 

 
RECOMMENDATION ACTIONS 
Develop a new tourism strategy in 2020/21 with your businesses and key 
stakeholders. 

Develop brief and commission the strategy development 
Form a business group to support implementation and monitoring of 
progress and aid communications 

RATIONALE OUTCOMES 
Renewed focus for destination development and marketing 
Ambitious but realistic targets to support economic objectives and 
employment 
Positive outcome from Covid-19 
Shared buy-in to deliver across public/private/third sector 

Improving visitor economy outcomes (spend and jobs) 
New development in the District (accommodation, experiences) 
Better year-round tourism 
Aligned bidding and investment in community assets e.g. 
cycling/walking/public realm 
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE – PLYMOUTH 
 

In 2018 Destination Plymouth updated their visitor plan to build on the significant strides they 
had made since their previous plan (2011) had been produced and which had resulted in a 25% 
growth in visitor numbers. They had achieved a lot (Mayflower 400, The Box Cultural Venue, 
Ocean City Identity etc) and needed a new ambitious plan to propel them forwards. 

 
The plan which was developed set out a clear vision: ‘Plymouth is Britain’s Ocean City, famous 
for its Waterfront. We will be one of Europe’s finest waterfront cities, celebrated for our unique 
and diverse marine life, culture and experiences. We will continue to be recognised as unique 
among UK cities for our natural drama and 500-year history as a place of embarkation and 
exploration.’ 

 
It also had ambitious targets to grow spend (30%) at a much higher rate than visitors (15%) 
and the plan was focussed on just 3 themes: 

 
 Blue-Green City – with a ‘national marine park’ globally recognised for amazing experiences by, on, in and under the ocean…’ 

 Brilliant Culture – ‘known internationally for jaw dropping art, authentic cultural experiences and our urban spirit’ 

 Premier Destination – ‘Devon and Cornwall’s premier visitor destination and a top-ten UK city break’ 

 
The plan included some important enablers such as Partnership, People, Infrastructure, Accommodation, Brand, Markets and Business Tourism. 

 
Importantly it provided the framework for partnership and private sector investment, for bidding and securing grants for development, and to underpin market focus 
and marketing development. 

 
The plan is for the city rather than the City Council and is driven by the private sector led board of the DMO, Destination Plymouth. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3 - DEVELOP SHARED NARRATIVES 
 

The destination of Arun is not well understood by visitors and the individual towns have different offers that make it difficult to bring them together 
under a single identity. But most visitors don’t respond to a one-line identity or logo in any case. Visitors take their knowledge and inspiration from many 
sources (news, tv, articles, social media, film, websites, search engines etc). This means that most official destination marketing organisations are just one 
small channel in delivering destination marketing messages to potential visitors. Local businesses, local media, residents, journalists, blogger and vloggers 
are part of the rich tapestry of writers and channels that can help you reach the visitors you want to attract. So it is not ‘what you say’, but ‘what others 
say about you’ that matters most. 

 
How can you influence others to say the right things? Developing an agreed and shared narrative is one way to strengthen the collective communication 
capabilities of your industry. And the development of a suite of tools (stories, words, images, video etc) can be used by that industry as well as journalists, 
influencers, bloggers and vloggers to talk consistently about the things you want to say about the destination. Whether thematic or geographic, stories of 
‘heritage’, ‘farm to fork’, ‘being active outdoors’, ‘unusual places to stay’, ‘family experiences’ are the sorts of things which can be developed as tools to 
help whoever is communicating do so with passion, inspiration and consistently. 

 
Like the Tourism Strategy this is a focussed piece of work that could be delivered alongside your strategy which would make it more effective and an 
efficient process. 

 
RECOMMENDATION ACTIONS 
Develop shared narratives and toolkit in 2020/21 for tourism stakeholders Develop brief and commission a suite of narratives by town and 

theme 
Ensure the recent Bognor Regis Place Branding narrative and ‘filters’ 
are applied for the town and align with the Arun narrative. 
Consider commissioning alongside the tourism strategy 

RATIONALE OUTCOMES 
Arun not a strong identity for visitors 
Different and varied towns with no agreement on single identity 
Strong themes and concepts in Arun 
Present the variety rather than try to distil down to a single idea 

Clear and agreed messages used by all business 
Increased impact with visitors (consistency) and increased visits and 
spend 
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE - ABERDEENSHIRE 
 

Aberdeenshire in the North East of Scotland had three DMOs- 
one for the city of Aberdeen, one for the north coast and one 
for Royal Deeside. There wasno consistent approach to 
marketingor development acrossthe area, nor wasthe whole 
area covered by a DMO. Thiswasperceived by the City and 
County  Councils,  Scottish  Enterprise  (the  economic 
development agency) and VisitScotland to be contributingto a 
lack of profile and underperformance of the area. 

 
A review of strategy and structuresresulted in the 
establishment of VisitAberdeenshire – a DMO bringing 
together businesses, support agenciesand local authorities 
behind one strategicapproach. The two ‘old’ rural DMOs 
continued to operate aslocal partnershipswhile the city DMO merged into VisitAberdeenshire. 

 
To recognise the differencesacrossthe county while aligninghow it should be promoted, 
VisitAberdeenshire commissioned the production of a seriesof Shared Stories™. These are narratives 
which capture the essence and strengthsof the place and can be used in marketingby the DMO and 
individual businessesaswell asinformingthe prioritiesfor product development. In total three 
destination narratives(reflectingeach of the old DMOs) and six thematicnarratives(e.g. castles, food 
&drink, outdoor activities) were produced, aswell asone overarchingShared Story™for the whole area. 
The narrativeswere produced with involvement and input from businesses, which helped secure their 
buy-in to the new organisation and new approach. 

 
The Shared Stories™are used by VisitAberdeenshire in marketingcommunications(verbatim on their 
website for example). They have also been picked up by Aberdeen airport for use on the wallsof the 
terminal alongside strikingimagesof the area. A Shared Story™toolkit wasproduced to encourage and 
help businessesuse the narratives, associated ‘word bank’ of key wordsand phrases, and example 
imagery. 
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RECOMMENDATION 4 - MARKETING & INFORMATION 
 

As this review has shown, with others best placed to deliver destination marketing and information, through the individual towns and Experience West 
Sussex, the marketing role for the District Council is limited to providing support for these platforms. 

 
There is however, in our view, still an important role for the Council: 

 
Active participation in the Experience West Sussex Partnership, including advocacy for Arun’s tourism propositions and funding to help support 
destination marketing 

Support and funding for the 3 destination sites of Arundel, Bognor Regis and Littlehampton specifically tied to certain requirements to ensure 
professional, high quality and effective destination marketing. This should include: 

• Adopting and rolling out the shared narrative (previous recommendation) which can run through all marketing 
• Help with professional copy writing to give a distinct, appealing character and tone of voice to marketing communications reflecting the 

destination narrative. (At the moment there is a disproportionate focus on ‘so much to see and do’ , ‘whether you are looking for this or that’ 
‘something for everyone’ rather than creating a targeted, distinctive and appealing destination proposition). 

• Support for developing and optimising social media channels 
• Requirement to cross sell to other Arun destinations with appropriate guidance on how this should be done 

 
Support for destination PR activity delivered directly or through Experience West Sussex including costs of hosting press visits, production of media 
packs etc. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION ACTIONS 
Commission destination marketing and information services through 
other providers. Stop all destination marketing delivery at the District 
including Sussex by the Sea website. 

Funding agreement for Experience West Sussex and aim to get similar 
support from other authorities 
Mothball ‘Sussex by the Sea’ website and promotion as visitor journey 
covered by other platforms and also stop related social media 
platforms. 
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 Cease production of the visitor guide – direct information enquiries 
and business links via the town sites and social media 
Cease the provision / support of Visitor Information Points in Arun 
Support press trips and media enquiries using strategic tourism officer 

RATIONALE OUTCOMES 
Visitor journey stages covered by other platforms 
Limited impact currently 
Better outcomes through support for other platforms 

Increased scope and impact of EWS activity 
Stronger town platforms driving support to local business 
Increase numbers of visitor and spend 
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RESOURCING THE PLAN 
 

It is possible to support these recommendations within existing resources. Our suggestion for how the funding could be prioritised is as follows: 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 (& ongoing..) 
Strategic Tourism Investment & Management (development) 
- Strategic Tourism Officer 
- Annual Development Project 

 
£35000 
£0 

 
£35000 
£0 

 
£35000 
£5000 

Tourism Strategy £10000 £0 £0 
Shared Narrative £0 £10000 £0 
Marketing 
- Town Tourism Support 
- EWS Support 

 
 

£20000 

 
£5000 
£20000 

 
£10000 
£20000 

 £70000 £70000 £70000 
 

There are also other potential funding streams that the council should closely monitor and could be accessed to support tourism activities such as: 
 

Grants and funds (Coastal Community, Future High Street, Discover England Fund) 

Generating more direct income from visitors making use of council assets and commercial premises (through property lease, seafront licenses, event 
fees, off-street parking etc) 

Business Investment in supporting public services (e.g. toilets) 

Shared commercial development (e.g. ADC develop a hotel with an operator similar to Stockton-on-Tees and Lincoln) 
 

Any one-off allocations could mean that some of these actions are brought forward or additional resources could be allocated to ramp up activity and 
impact in other areas. 
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Other projects that could be supported by discrete investments, grants and discretionary spending could include some of the following (the detail of 
which would be developed through the Strategy process): 

 
 
 

POTENTIAL PROJECTS (ADDITIONAL/ONE-OFF RESOURCE) ESTIMATED COSTS 
Seed investment in major tourism events (capable of generating 25k+ visitors) £20000-40000/event 
Town Tourism Challenge Fund (e.g. signage/wayfinding, visitor Wi-Fi, seafront showers etc) with match 
requirements 

£10000/town p.a. 

Accommodation Development Prospectus and marketing £5000 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Disclaimer: All information and analysis supplied by Blue Sail Consulting Ltd and our sub-contractors is delivered in good faith and represents our professional judgement based on the 
information obtained from the client and elsewhere. The achievement of recommendations, forecasts and valuations depend on factors beyond our control. Any projections, financial or 
otherwise, in this report are only intended to illustrate particular points of argument and do not constitute forecasts of actual performance 
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Appendix 1 

Extract of the Unconfirmed Minutes of the ADC Littlehampton Regeneration 

Sub-Committee 

10 June 2020  
 
10. SUMMARY OF TOURISM SUPPORT CURRENTLY PROVIDED BY ARUN 
DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
Having received this report from the Tourism Business Development Officer, the 
Subcommittee focussed on the impact of the pandemic on local tourism businesses 
due to the importance of this sector to the local economy. 
 
Members were advised that as a result of the current situation, there had been 
even more positive collaboration between the various tourism organisations and 
local businesses to establish a recovery plan for the sector. In the course of 
discussion a number of issues were raised, including :- 
 

 Disparity of the figures included in the report – the Tourism Business 
Development Officer stated that these had been provided by Tourism South East 
and she would look at them and send out further information following the 
meeting 
 

 Sussex by the Sea website and the use of social media – it was recognised that 
an overhaul was required of the website to present a much more attractive view 
of the local area and the offer of Member engagement and involvement was 
welcomed. It was also suggested that more analysis of social media information 
should be included in future update reports. 
 

 It should be recognised that there was a need to develop a strategy for the 
District, not just relying on a website. 
 

 Action must be taken to ensure that the South East (to include Arun) took a 
bigger share of tourism away from the South West, North West and Scotland as 
the country comes out of lockdown. 
 
The Chairman thanked the Tourism Business Development Officer for a weighty and 
comprehensive report, which the Subcommittee duly noted. 
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